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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The role of the behavioral sciences in intelligence has

traditionally been to reduce uncertainty in intelligence-related estimates

and predictions. Analysts need to know, with as much certainty as

possible, how Country X will respond to policy initiative Y; what an

enemy military commander is likely to do when confronted with a given

military situation; what the impact of a major political change in one

country will be on interdependent political, military, and economic

relationships. During the last three decades, a tremendous investment

in scientific resources has been made to address such questions as

these, but the results of these inquiries remain effectively inaccessible

to the average analyst. There are two reasons for this:

the amount of information available is so vast,
and its nature so diverse, that no single analyst is
capable, unaided, of absorbing it or assessing
its implications. Thus, the analyst is confronted with an
"intelligence explosion" similar to the
"information explosion" confronting researchers
in academia;

* there has been little or no attempt to integrate
the behaviorally-relevant information-gathering
and analysis techniques and methodologies devel-
oped in the various branches of the life and
social sciences during the past two decades.
Thus, specialists in psychology are often un-
aware of relevant advances in political science;
analysts trained in the social sciences are
rarely knowledgeable about developments in the
biological sciences which could help them in
their work.
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The following research design for an Automated Behavioral Intelligence

(ABI) project represents a concerted attempt to deal with those issues

by providing analysts with automated assistance. In effect, it is

designed to provide the national security community access to the most

recent developments in the behavioral sciences as applied to intel-

ligence, much as "hardware" programs provide access to the latest mili-

tary technology.

1.1 BACKGROUND

ABI may be defined as follows:

"ABI encompasses the development and automated application of
advanced life and social science methodologies and technologies
to: \

describe, explain and predict intentions and perceptions

of foreign decision-makers;

• link these intentions and perceptions to behavior;

* where appropriate assist, test, and train key U.S.
personnel.

A simpler way of describing the ABI project is given in Figure 1-1.

Intelligence inputs (in which ABI focuses on selected nonverbal/para-

linguistic, verbal/analytic, and psychophysiological behavioral analysis

techniques) trigger an automated, integrated analysis process. This is

a human-machine interactive process which is used by a computer/analyst

team to produce intelligence outputs. These intelligence outputs include

an integrated analysis producing estimates of foreign courses of action

(intentions) and perceptions, plus a number of special uses for which

ABI-developed technology is designed to be helpful. Figure 1-2 provides

a conceptual construct which further indicates the focus of ABI. The

two particular foci of interest are:

* automated systemic analysis, integrating all available
information in a search for the perceptions and

1-2
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Figure 1-2. Focus of ABI.

THE FOCUS OF THE AUTOMATED BEHAVIORAL INTELLIGENCE PROJECT IS ON THE
ELEMENTS OF THE FOLLOWING CONCEPTUAL CONSTRUCT WHICH ARE UNDERLINED.
NON-UNDERLINED ITEMS ARE INTEGRATED INTO THE ABI PROJECT AS REQUIRED,
3UT WITHOUT FURTHER DEVELOPMENT EXCEPT AS REQUIRED FOR THAT INTEGRATION.

INFORMATION CATEGORIES:

1. Information on human beings:

*a. As individuals.

b. As groups (e.g., cultural, bureaucratic, organizational).

c. As sociological/political/economic systems.

2. Information on material capabilities:

a. Materiel/equipment.

b. Technology.

c. Physical environment.

3. Information on events/actions/activities:

a. Military.

b. Sociological/political/economic.

c. Special (e.g., counterintelligence activities).

CONVERSION OF INFORMATION INTO INTELLIGENCE REQUIRES ANALYSIS:

1. In terms of scope:

a. Within individual information categories.

b. Across categories.

*c. Integrated systemic analysis.

2. In terms of means:

a. Manual.

*b. Automated.

Of particular interest are automated, integrated information analysis
and assessment of individual behavior, particularly perceptions and
intentions (probable courses of action).

1-4
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probable courses of actionI of the key actors (individuals or groups)

who are targets of an intelligence operation;

better ways of gathering information on the actors, their per-
ceptions, and probable courses of action.

The methodologies involved are expected not only to enhance collection

and analysis of behavioral information in general but also to produce

additional fallout in terms of such specialized uses as:

* improved international negotiating capabilities

" perception management

* psychological operations capabilities,

* crisis management

* RED Force simulation

* counterintelligence, security, and recruitment of human sources.

Detailed background for ABI is provided by the immediate fore-

runner of this current project, the DARPA-sponsored study, Current

Research and Potential Applications of Command Psychophysiology

(KAPPA Systems, Inc., 30 September 1979).2 The CP3 study reflected a

broad approach to the whole problem; the ABI research design developed

'The term"intentions," used earlier in defining ABI, is an appropriate
term in an academic context for what is being sought. However, intentions
in certain uses can have a pejorative impact--many individuals within
the national security community are likely to emphasize the necessity
to focus on enemy capabilities rather than intentions. These individuals
are usually concerned that someone may "wish away" threatening adversary
capabilities by defining intentions which do not use those capabilities
effectively in a hostile sense or that intentions are subject to
unpredictable change. Almost all such individuals, however, recognize
the utility of determining potential enemy courses of action based on
capabilities and assessing relative probabilities among them. Conse-
quently, henceforth the term "probable course(s) of action" will
normally be used in lieu of "intentions.'

2The term "Command Psychophysiology" has been replaced by the term
"Automated Behavioral Intelligence" (ABI) as more appropriate to the
current nature of the project. The September 1979 study is hereafter
referred to as the CP3 Study.

1-5
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herein focuses on those aspects of automated behavioral intelligence

of specific interest as the subject of DARPA-sponsored research.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of the current ABI Project may be summarized as

follows:

"To provide a state of the art improvement in selected aspects
of intelligence acquisition and processing by:

" using advanced techniques to obtain behavioral
information concerning foreign personnel;

" integrating that information with all other
relevant information concerning the foreign
entity in question;

* using automated analysis techniques to assist
human analysts find the best possible estimate
of foreign perceptions and probable courses of
action (intentions);

* providing maximum spinoff utility for the techniques
developed in terms of potential uses throughout
intelligence gathering and production process.

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE RESEARCH DESIGN

The research design for the ABI Project is organized as follows:

" General conceptualization of the planned results of the
ABI project (paragraph 1.4).

* Description of research controls: development of Gate
Hypothesis concepts and other relevant means for main -
taining control over quality, resource requirements, and
potential value of research (Section 2).

* Automated, integrated analysis system (Section 3):

- development of automated procedures to assist
humans in optimizing effectiveness of individual
information acquisition and analysis processes

1-6
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currently used or developed through the ABI
project;

automated integration of all available infor-
mation into an iterative "analyze/search/
confirm/analyze" routine designed to help
humans optimize near real time intelligence.

Acquisition and analysis of behavioral infor-
mation concerning foreign personnel (Section 4):

- types of information sources and potential
methodologies for obtaining information

- development of multimethod approaches and
relevant predictive models;

- identification and evaluation of the most
promising avenues of research to be explored.

Additional research requirements (Section 5):

- specialized uses of techniques developed for such
activities as RED Force simuiation, counter intelligence
and security, and recruitment of
human sources; and

- studies of technology transfer requirements,
particularly in terms of the psychological
aspects of technology transfer.

Prioritized, scheduled list of research tasks:

- task prioritization and scheduling based on
potential for successful development, potential
contributions to ABI objectives, and projected
resource requirements;

- list of initial priority projects with rationale
for their priority;

1-7
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- provision of a series of multi-year approaches,
compatible with the initial project lists,
leading to an operational ABI system.

1.4 GENERAL CONCEPT OF ABI PROJECT AUTOMATION

This paragraph discusses the advantages offered by the

automation aspects of ABI. It also outlines the configuration of the

proposed Automated Integrated Analysis (AIA) process which integrates

the ABI component elements, making them accessible to system users in

the national security community.

1.4.1 Why Automated Behavioral Intelligence? Why does

automation hold such a prominent place in this process? First, it is

necessary to emphasize again, as was graphically illustrated in Figure

1-1, that we are talking about a partnership of automation and the

human analyst to do more than either can do alone. We are not talking

about replacing a human with a computer. Automation can do a number of

things to facilitate near real-time availability of the most current

and relevant intelligence possible for all legitimate users. It'can:

a. Provide a conmnon repository accessible to all legi-
timate users for intelligence data bases on all rele-
vant topics. At the same time it can permit individual
analysts to have limited access adjunct data bases for
material which is not yet ready, which requires special
interpretation, or is otherwise not suitable for wider
access.

b. Provide an Automated Integrated Analysis (AIA) process
incorporating the behavioral information acquisition
and analysis techniques developed in the ABI project in
an automated templating process designed to be managed
by and of significant assistance to human analysts.

c. Provide unique analytic procedures tailored to meet the
needs of specialized activities such as RED Force

1-8
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simulation, counterintelligence and security, and

recruitment of human resources.

This ABI objective system is graphically represented in Figure 1-3.

This figure indicates the phasing to be used in attaining the ABI

capability:

* Phase I, development of the AIA process and selected
special analytic techniques, the near term goal of the ABI
project;

" Phase II, the development of the total automated
capability as an eventual goal shaped and participated in
by user agencies as well as DARPA.

Figure 1-4 indicates the manner in which it is visualized that both

the Phase I automation capabilities and the Phase II system would be

used by the users.

1.4.2 Automation and the Issue of Alternative Interpretations.

Analysis of human behavior at the political/military level is a complex

and time-consuming process. For example, the Soviets increase troop

levels in Afghanistan--why? The answer depends on how one character-

izes Soviet perceptions, short and long-range objectives (planned

courses of action), and ideology. Trying to resolve disputes among

differing viewpoints can be extremely tedious as one tries to support

one set of beliefs about Soviet leaders with facts demonstrating

their validity, only to discover the same set of facts being used by

nimble minds with different views to support their viewpoint. At

this level, and at much lower, more prosaic levels, computerization

with the right methodologies appears to provide the potential to:

* use one or more sets of established rules of logic;

1-9
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* approach the problem from a number of alternative
viewpoints concerning the target individuals' ideology,
beliefs, goals, and traits;

* determine indicators of alternative probable
courses of action (future goals or objectives
and perceptions) according to each viewpoint;

* associate experience based probabilities and
explanations with each alternative outcome.

" produce results in near real-time, even when
large masses of data must be processed.

1.4.3 The AIA Process. The AIA process is at the heart of the

first phase of ABI automation. It is developed in more detail in

Section 3, but an overview at this point will help provide a better

concept of the whole ABI project. Figure 1-4 presents a rather

simplified example, but it points up what automated behavioral intel-

ligence can accomplish for the human analyst: using a number of

analyst-specified sets of political ideologies and personal traits

the computer can permit the human analyst to perform many analyses in

near real time identifying indicators for each alternative perception

or planned course of action. Such an intensive examination of the

problem would be impossible for the analyst alone. The behavioral

information acquisition and analysis techniques developed in the ABI

project will be incorporated in the AIA process, which is designed to

be helpful to and managed by human analysts. The application of this

process in the ABI Project will have a primary focus on individual

behavioral aspects of foreign country politico-military activities.

It will focus equally on integration of those aspects with all other

relevant aspects of intelligence in a fashion generically similar to

the automated templating procedures developed for military operations 3

3See"Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (Automated)",
Phase II Final Report, IBM, 14 February 1980, prepared for the Directorate
for Battlefield Systems Integration, Hq. USADARCOM (Contract No.
DAAK2179-0040) for the most recent development in this field.
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and to other relevant automated intelligence development processes.
4

The AIA process will make provision to use inputs as appropriate from

these and other automated intelligence processes, including EWAMS. 5

Figure 1-5 indicates the three basic components of the AIA process.

1.4.3.1 The Base Estimate. (Figure 1-6) The AIA process will

usually be applied within some specific issue area defined by one or

more factors such as:

" activities of a specific country or group of
countries (e.g., an alliance);

" activities of a specific group (ruling council,
cabinet, politburo, regional organization, nego-
tiating team);

° activities of a specific leader or other individual;

" a specific process (a set of negotiations, a condition
of hostilities);

" a specific functional or geographic area (e.g.,
buildup of military capabilities, expansion of
influence in Southwest Asia -- or worldwide --
or in a single country).

41ncluding the one currently being developed for DARPA on terrorist
activities. See "Foundations for Forecasting International Terrorism,
Phase, I, Volume, II, Research Program for Designing a Terrorism
Indications and Warning Capability (N)", Final Technical Report,
January 1980, CACI (Contract No. MDA 903-79-C-0396). This report and
the preceding one cited (Note 3) are examples at opposite poles of a
technical terminology dichotomy -- the "jargon" of the national intel-
ligence community versus that of the academic behavioral science
community. In conceptualizing the ABI project, although it is largely
behavioral science in discipline, frequently the user (national intel-
ligence community) terminology will be used to facilitate technology
transfer and eventual user acceptance.

5The DARPA Early Warning and Monitoring System, part of the
DARPA Crisis Management Program.
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In all such cases, the first concern of the AIA process in the base

estimate is to ascertain by the best available behavioral intelli-

gence methodologies (integrated with information concerning relevant

material, equipment, technology, and other appropriate subjects) what

the perceptions and probable courses of action of key actors (e.g.

foreign decision makers) are. This estimate would be made in terms

of alternatives associated with some probability estimate where possible.

1.4.3.2. Construction of Templates and the Initial Search Plan.

(Figure 1-7) The base estimate produces an initial set of probable

perceptions and courses of action. The initial search plan of the

AIA is designed to provide the human analyst with indications as to

which of the projected perceptions and probable courses of action of

the Key Actor(s) is (or is the most likely to be) valid under the

given circumstances. This is done by first developing patterns of

indicators (templates) reflecting on a continuing basis, or over a

specified time interval, expected evidences of likely perceptions and

probable courses of action. These evidences may be behavioral (verbal

or non-verbal). They may also involve changes in information concerning

materiel, equipment, technology or the physical environments. And

they will normally involve events, actions, or other activities. A

pattern of such evidences which, considered in conjunction with pre-

viously held information, provides any indication of a perception

held or of a planned course of action, constitutes an AIA template.

In seeking to forecast behavior, goals or objectives, and the ideology

and beliefs providing the matrix in which those goals are incorporated,

are essential components of required information. Development of

planned courses of action and perceptions are considered to include

ideology and beliefs. One other consideration applicable to probable

courses of action is the existence of a time-ordered heirarchy; probable

courses of action may range from resolution of immediate short range

problems to attainment of ultimate millenial goals. In specifying

1-15
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normally be necessary to specify in some manner the segment of this

time-ordered heirarchy which is of interest.

The initial templates providing the human analyst with

indications of perceptions and probable courses of action are used as

building blocks in the construction of the initial search plan. This

plan specifies when and where the information collection process must

look, and what it must look for to provide the desired indications.

The initial search plan will be integrated into the ongoing information

collection process to produce tentative indications of perceptions and

probable courses of action.

1.4.3.3. The First Iteration of the Iterative Identification Process.

As indicated in Figure 1-8, the indications of perceptions or probable

courses of action will themselves constitute new information to be

processed into intelligence. In addition, except in those few cases

where the initial indications stand alone as conclusive, they will

provide the basis for analyst-controlled selection of "confirmatory

templates". These templates are designed to guide the information

process to seek those types of information at those times and places

best suited to confirm the initial indications of perceptions and

probable courses of action. This leads to modification of the infor-

mation search plan and a new set of information on events, actions,

and activities.

1.4.3.4. Subsequent Iterations. This process continues as shown in

Figure 1-9. As reflected there, initial indications of perceptions

and probable courses of action may be going on concurrently with confir-

mation of previously detected indications of perceptions and probable

courses of action. This may involve alternative or concurrent sets of

perceptions and probable courses of action.

1-17
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10
Figure 1-S Iterative Identification Process: Subsequent Iterations
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~Confirm~ation 2 of
Potential Confirmino Evidences ofPobbe Jrbbe ours (s)
f Pues r cton jFrst Iteration) "of pat Action

Addnirtion Idconso
-,Potential Cnin Evidences f Probble LO?6 Probable Course (s) o

Zot Action iInWtal Search Plan) {Action (Template Match)

NT:All elements shown are areas of particular focus in the ABI Project.

Full or oartlal confirmation or disconfirmation; with full confirmation
or disconfirmatlon, action does not go forward fram this box.
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1.4.3.5 Automation and Human Intervention. The AIA process will

be interactive, providing for automated match of incoming information

with templates, and for automated application of the behavioral

analysis techniques, all under interactive human analyst guidance. It

will be constructed to indicate the basis for all automated actions

involving choices, and to permit human judgmental intervention at

appropriate places. It will also include points in the base estimate

process, in the construction of the information search plan, and in

template match evaluation (as appropriate) where it will request human

intervention to affirm or modify choices, and to interject actions

best performed by human analysts.
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SECTION 2

RESEARCH CONTROLS

2.0 GENERAL

There are two problems of particular concern in establishing

research controls for the ABI Project. First, it is necessary to

ensure that the different approaches to information acquisition and

processing selected for development as part of the ABI project are

the ones best suited to the purposes of the Project. Second, it is

necessary to provide quality control of on-going research to ensure

the necessary degree of methodological soundness and user acceptability.

2.1 SELECTION OF APPROACHES TO BE DEVELOPED.

This has two facets. The first facet is the initial selection

of approaches to be pursued. That is addressed in the remaining

sections of this research design. The second facet is to monitor the

disciplines involved and suggestions received for substitutions or

additions to the approaches selected for development in the initial

research design. This includes being aware of potential substitutes

for any initial approaches which, as they are pursued, fail to meet

the standards of methodological soundness.

2.1.1 Application of Controls on Approaches Being Developed. It is

proposed that the control of ABI approaches being developed as described

above, in addition to being an ongoing process throughout the year,

be the subject of a specific scheduled annual review in conjunction

with consideration of concept papers and proposals for the new fiscal

year. It is proposed that this review be accomplished by the responsible

2-1
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DARPA Program Manager using input as appropriate from the Program

Manager's operational and academic consultants, an internal evaluation

monitor (contractor) for the ABI project, and user points of contact.

This involves the concept of "inside" and "outside" evaluation of

ABI studies. "Inside" evaluation will be accomplished by the Program

Manager and such other contractor or in house personnel as the DARPA

program manager may designate. "Outside" evaluation will be accomplished

by operational and academic consultants responsible for this function

directly to the program manager rather than to any contractors under

the program. When requested by the Program Manager, user points of

contact will also participate in this review.

2.2 PROJECT EVALUATION (QUALITY CONTROL)

Project evaluation ensuring quality control is necessary

in order that ABI techniques as developed are soundly based and

valid from both technical and operational viewpoints. It will also

provide a basis for timely, but not premature, termination of studies

and elimination of undesireable approaches. The principal tools for

quality control gate hypothesis structures and the associated review

procedures, to include the "Mr. X" concept (para. 2.2.2.1).

2.2.1 The Gate Hypothesis Concept. The ABI project is designed to

produce an integrated multi-method aggregation of techniques for

acquiring information through collection, interpretation, and/or

analysis. To represent sound, scientifically based research, the

project requires a control device to ensure that each component

technique meets proper standards of validation. The concept of gate

hypotheses is designed to provide this control. The gate hypotheses

will cause each project to include analyses which demonstrate that

the techniques being developed have a sound theoretical and empirical

basis, make use of valid, replicable procedures in a laboratory, or

other non-operational environment, and, when appropriate, can also

2-2
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be used effectively and reliably in the operational environment.

These hypotheses should be satisfactorily validated at specified

stages of the research prior to proceeding to the next stage. The

validation procedures for each gate hypotheses will be drawn so as

to provide a baseline and several distract time phased elements in

each annual contractor study effort which an evaluation can be made

to ensure that satisfactory progress toward hypotheses confirmation

disconfirmation is being achieved. For lines of research currently

in progress, it will be necessary to establish the gate hypotheses,

and determine if the work which has been done constitutes satisfactory

validation. Particular care will be taken to keep the gate hypotheses

few, but basic; and to avoid introduction of any workload that is

not essential to conduct of valid scientific research.

2.2.2 Gate Hypothesis Structures. It is not considered pratical

to try to specify as part of the research design gate hypotheses for

every approach considered. What can be specified, however, are gate

hypothesis structures giving guidance as to how to formulate such

hypotheses for the various types of approaches considered. This has

the advantage of providing uniformity in approach, yet letting the

researcher form his own gate hypotheses. There is a separate gate

hypothesis structure for physiologically oriented research, for

cognitively oriented research, for automation research and for other

research. Figures 2-1 through 2-4 provide these structures. Figure

2-5 provides a purely fictional example of application of gate hypotheses

to a research effort -- both research effort and facts to go with it

being designed to illustrate certain points rather than to reflect

reality.

2.2.3 Use of Gate Hypotheses. In considering the use of gate

hypotheses in project evaluation, it should be noted that over their

lifetime most lines of research (approaches) will probably require

2-3
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only five to ten gate hypotheses. It is proposed that the gate hypotheses
and related project evaluation procedures be used as controls in the
following manner:

FY 81 ABI proposals and from all proposals initiating
new line of research in subsequent years, should
contain gate hypotheses from gate I to whatever
level is appropriate to the research being proposed.
The proposal should indicate which hypotheses are
considered previously validated and why; and should
indicate that those hypotheses not previously validated will
be validated as part of the research being proposed.

" All proposals, starting with FY 1981 research, should
include the validation status as of the completion of
the previous year's research for all gate hypotheses listed in
the proposal as subject to further validation. This vali-
dation status, once accepted by DARPA, will constitute the
baseline condition for project evaluation. The validation of
the hypotheses to be tested in the research proposed is to be
broken down into time-phased elements. These elements will
permit each on-going annual study under the ABI project to be
evaluated at least twice prior to completion to ensure the
adequacy of progress. At least one of these evaluations will
be during the first half of the study period, and at least one
more by the three-quarter point.

" All proposals in subsequent years which continue ongoing research,
should summarize current gate hypothesis status, providing a
baseline from which progress may be eliminated. They should
also indicate the additional gate hypotheses or elements thereof
to be addressed in the ongoing research along with the time
phased elements cited above permitting evaluation as a minimum
at the half and three quarter points of study progress.

0 It is proposed that review of the gate hypotheses be accom-
plished in the same manner as for controls on approaches; by
the responsible DARPA Program Manager using input as appropriate
from the Program Manager's internal and external review advisors
and consultants (paragraph 2.2.1).
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Of particular importance in review of the Gate Hypothesis
confirmation/disconfirmation data is recognition that
lack of full confirmation does not necessarily mean reflection
of all work on that approach. It means, rather, that a
careful judgment be made weighing possibility of full
confirmation in terms of cost and effort required against
consequences of lack of full confirmation; and evaluating
the probability in the absence of full confirmation, that
the hypotheses are valid (see below). These judgments
may dictate continuation, redirection or termination of
efforts.

2.2.4 Evaluating the Support Developed for the Gate Hypotheses. In

evaluating the support offered to validate the gate hypotheses it may

be necessary at times to address the question of whether the support

provided for the hypothesis is too "soft" to warrant proceeding to

subsequent gate hypotheses. In such cases, considerations of momentum,

relevance, potential utility, and judgmental evaluations of the probability

that the hypothesis is valid, despite the softness of support, may

warrant going ahead concurrently with or in lieu of continued effort

to firm up the support. Examples of the types of problems characteristic

of political science analysis which are likely to lead to such situations

include:

Among the terms used in analysis of verbal content are
such words as democratic, freedom, liberty, and coexistence.
Such words have very different symbolic meanings when
used by different actors on the international scene.
These terms used by, for example, President Carter, Politburo
member Suslov, and The Ayatollah Khomeini express very
different values, have very different connotations. Consequently,
statistically significant findings involving the use of
such words must be rational in the context of the difference
in meaning to provide a sound basis for inferring the
possibility of causality from the statistical relationships.
Inasmuch as such determinations may involve subjective
judgments on which there is considerable disagreement, a
full explanation of the consideration given to alternative
views should be given.
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In tests designed to confirm hypotheses using human subjects,
there is, for a variety of reasons, an urgency to move on
to testing and reporting results in terms of the operational
environment. This can introduce significant flaws in the
rationale in support of the hypotheses being tested. For
example, in measuring the reaction of an American student
pretending to be a South African official who is lying, it
is necessary to specify that that is what is tested, no
more. Inferences as to what a South African official's
behavior might be under such circumstances are subject to
question in terms of the difference between actual lying
and pretending to lie, between a student and a government
official, and between a South African and an American.
Until these differences can be explained on a supportable
basis, inferences drawn involving these differences are
inadequately supported. It may, however, be useful to
address interpretation of operational target reactions,
even before controlled type testing to permit adequately
supported interpretation of the results has been com-
pleted. This is because, until analysis of such targets
has been tried, the researcher may not be aware of all the
questions which need to be addressed in the controlled
testing phase of the research. But, in such a case, care
should be taken not to infer from the operational target
more than can be properly supported in the way of infer-
ences. For example, with someone of very different culture
and ideology it may be very difficult to know objectively
what he considers to be truth, or what impact deceitfulness
has on him in terms of stress reactions (is viewing use of
deceit as a source of concern tending to induce stress a
culturally or environmentally conditioned characteristic,
or not,for this individual?).

2.2.4.1 The use of Mr. X's. As a means of keeping control on the

projection of developing techniques into use with real world information

acquisition targets, the use of the Mr. X concept is proposed. A Mr.

(or Ms.) X is a designated individual (or group, for group analyses)

to be used by all ABI research projects in analyzing contemporary

individuals. Several Mr. X's are specified to provide essential

variation in the type individual and type of material available on
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the individual. The proposed Mr. X's are:

Individual Mr. X's:

Mu'ammar Quadhafi Libya, General Secretary
General People's Congress

Indira Gandhi India, Prime Minister and
Leader of Congress (1) Party

Fidel Castro Ruz Cuba, President of the Council
of State

Robert Mugabe Zimbabwe, Prime Minister

Dimitriy Ustinov USSR, Minister of Defense and
Member, Politburo CPSU

Group XVs:

The Soviet Politburo

The current Nicaraguan Ruling Junta.

The Mr. X's (group X) will normally be used in the order set forth

above. The Mr. X's (group X) to be used in a specific study will be

recommended in the concept paper preceding the proposal for the study,

with justification for the recommendation in terms of technique/methodology

development objectives. In order to have satisfactorily validated the

hypotheses pertaining to the last gate of the applicable gate hypothesis

structure, it will be necessary to demonstrate the practical applicability

(or lack thereof) of the technique to each of the Mr. X's (group X)

listed. This does not necessarily mean a full scale application of

the technique to each Mr. X (group X). If the technique cannot be

applied except to visually recorded presentations, then explanation of

the relative inapplicability of the technique on this basis would

suffice. Likewise, if the technique applies only to individuals, it

is necessary only to note this to explain failure to apply it to groups.
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SECTION 3

AUTOMATED, INTEGRATED ANALYSIS (AIA) PROCESS

3.0 GENERAL

This section provides a more detailed explanation of the

Automated, Integrated Analysis (AIA) process described earlier in

paragraph 1.4. as an aid to the human analyst.

It covers:

* development of automated procedures to optimize the
effectiveness of individual information acquisition
and analysis processes currently used or to be
developed through the ABI project

automated integration of all available information
into an iterative analyze/search/confirm/analyze
routine designed to provide optimum real-time
intelligence

It does this in terms of:

* the base estimate (para. 4.1)

* the initial search plan (para 4.2)

• the iterative identification process (para 4.3)

* integration/with other automated applications (para 4.4)

3.1 BASE ESTIMATE

Figure 3.1 recaps the base estimate and the types of issue

areas to which it may be applied. As noted earlier, the first concern

of the AIA process in the base estimate is to make initial estimates

as to what the perceptions and the probable courses of action of key

actors are. This would be accomplished by using the best available
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Figure 3-1. Base Estimate, With Input to Initial Search Plan and
Illustrative Issue Areas.

BASE ESTIMATE INPUT TO INITIAL SEARCH PLAN

Current Information
on Key Actors:

Iof Probable Al- Evidences of

As Groupsl ternative Percep- PerceptionsAsSseZ 'tions (Templates)

Develop Estimate Develop Potential
Current Information of Probable Al- Evidences of
on Hateriel/Equip- ternative courses a Probable courses
melt, Technology, & fAction of Ac tion t othe Physical Envi- .f.l _(Tempilates )

Current Information
on EventsiActions/
Activitiesvpt

LEGEND: Heavy black outlines indicate areas of paticular focus in the ABI Project.

aOiES: eAs described in Figure 1-2.

2Plannr Courses of Action (and Alternative Perceptions) referred to are those of Key
Actors who are tavets of the information-gathering operation.

ILLUSTRATIVE ISSUE AREAS

The AIA process will usually be applied to some

specific issue area defined by one or more factors

such ast:

activities of a specific country or group
of countrioes (e.go, an alliance) i

activities of a specific group (e.g.,

ruling clique, politburo, negotiating
team, etc.)

activities of a specific leader or other
individual

a specific process (e.g., a set of aego-
tiations, a condition of hostilities)

a specific functional oz" geographic area
(e.&., expansion of foreign influence in
Southwest Asia, global nuclear pr-olifera-
tion, etc.).
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behavioral intelligence methodologies, integrated with information

concerning relevant material, equipment, technology, social characteristics,

and other appropriate subjects. This determination would be in terms of

probably alternatives, associated with some probability estimate where

possible. In order to accomplish these things, the AIA process

integrates all available information on:

* human beings (including societal institutions)

* material/equipment, technology, and the physical
environment

* events/actions/activities

The latter two types of information will be obtained primarily through

existing procedures. The following subparagraphs will discuss:

• The approach to be taken to integrate ABI-enhanced
analysis of the behavior of individuals and groups
into the AIA process.

* The integration of other information with that on
individual and group behavior.

3.1.1 Integrating ABI-Enhanced Behavioral Analysis Into the AIA

Process. The principal existing mechanism for the integration

of ABI-enhanced behavioral analysis into the AIA process is the POLITICS

system which is still in early stages of development. 1

1The POLITICS system is a set of closely cooperating computer
programs that simulate human ideological understanding of international
political events. In its current state of development, POLITICS assumes
either a U.S. conservative ideology, or a U.S. liberal ideology, and uses
ideological beliefs to guide its understanding and its responses to various
types of international conflict situations. The programs use political/
ideological goal trees which reflect ideological reasoning; separate goal
trees which reflect human personality traits; goal-based scripts of
relevant political situations which trigger context-dependent inference
rules and are, in turn, themselves activated and deactivated by context
switching rules; and dictionary expectations which are rules used to
analyze English sentences pertaining to political events. Goal trees
represent the ideological beliefs of the understander with respect to the
intentions and underlying motives of every political actor. Counterplanning
strategies (used for planning and counterplanning) contain very general,
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POLITICS is a computer model of political/ideological reasoning which

recognizes (and provides for the interjection of) the goals (to include

objectives and planned courses of action) of the target individual or group,

including reflection of their ideology and their personality traits. It

also reflects a critical element in estimates of this nature which is always

present, but often unacknowledged, and seldom placed in proper perspective.

This critical element is the sum of the perceptions of the analyst with

respect to the target -- the reflection of the ideological outlook of the

viewer. Consideration of the viewer's outlook permits the building of

alternative political/ideological goal trees reflecting a full spectrum of

ideologies or views with respect to the target. It is then possible to use

retrospective analysis to determine over time the percentage accuracy of

prediction and explanation associated with each goal tree. It should also

permit determinations of events (changes in personnel, discontinuities in
the political or social environment) which cause a change in the percentages

of accuracy associated with each goal tree. The result is to provide a tool

for timely, systematic, documented analysis of foreign perceptions and

probable courses of action in a depth and breadth not feasible without

automation. In terms of future development of an AIA process capability,

two lines of approach are considered relevant:

0 First, continued development of the POLITICS model as
a set of closely cooperating computer programs, with
further development oriented toward a capability to
perform the functions called for in the AIA process.

0 Second, the development and use of inputs required to
provide substantive development and testing of
POLITICS capabilities. This approach would focus
on the methodologies and information required to
demonstrate in real world terms with appropriate
problems what types of information the AIA process
could be expected to provide.

high level knowledge on how to thwart one's adversaries and how to achieve
one's goals in spite of intentional interference by adversaries. The situa-
tional scripts contain detailed, domain-specific, episodic knowledge of
stereotypical political situations.
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The continued development of the POLITICS model as a set of computer

programs can be accomplished to some extent in terms of development to meet

general capability objectives, as has occurred in the past. Shortly,

however, cost effective development will require detailed specification of

the objective system as applied in the AIA process. 2 Hence, development of

detailed specifications must occur early in the ABI project. The second line

of approach which requires consideration -- the provision of the methodological

and information bases required to demonstrate what the AIA process could

accomplish in terms of real world types of problems -- involves two levels of

analysis: group and individual. It is proposed to address this in terms of

developing for Qadhafi and for the Soviet Politburo3 the necessary background

data to permit retroactive forecasting analyses. These analyses will indi-

cate which among a carefully selected spectrum 4 of relevant variable values

(goals, perceptions, personality traits, others) produce what percentage

correspondence to actual events in terms of predictions and explanations.

This will be done by using the methodological approaches indicated in Section

4.

3.1.2 Integration of Other Types of Material Into the Base Estimate.

Much information other than individual and group behavioral information is

necessary if one is to produce a base estimate from which indications of

probable courses of action and perceptions can be deduced. Probable courses

of action are conditioned by capabilities, which in large part depend on

other than human behavioral factors. For example, no matter what the desire,

2These might include, for example, development of changes in counter-
planning strategies or goal trees; or changes to reflect information obtain-
able by non-verbal techniques.

3The first priority "Mr.X" and "Group X" from paragraph 2.2.2.1.

4Selected on the basis of analyzing the potential spectrum of variable
values to insure logical coverage, making sure in this process that popular
ideological postures (e.g. liberal/conservative moderations are adequately
represented).
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the lack of nuclear weapons obviates a course of action that involves waging

nuclear warfare. In fact, one of the best indicators that a probable course

of action is being adopted is evidence that steps are being taken to acquire

the means to pursue that course of action, but not required to pursue the

other probable courses. Unfortunately, such actions often will enhance

several probable courses of action rather than just one. But it may

frequently be possible to find patterns in more complex situations which

will indicate one course over another. Often here, as with behavioral

information, the significance of an action taken to alter materiel, equip-

ment, technological or even environmental status will depend on the

viewpoint of the analyst .5 The same item of equipment may have both offen-

sive and defensive capabilities. This makes it imperative to embed single

and multiple nonbehavioral actions in the AIA process, where patterns and

combinations of behavioral and nonbehavioral activities can be analyzed

across a spectrum of possible analyst interpretations of the target over a

large number of incidents, to permit determining the probabilities associated

with each such interpretation as to its accuracy and the correctness of its

projections and explanations.

3.2 THE INITIAL SEARCH PLAN.

The initial search plan in the AIA process is built from

templates - projections of what types of information would be considered to

constitute evidences of perceptions or probable courses of action. Many of

these evidences will be of a nature such as those just discussed - evidences

of an attempt to create a new or strengthen an existing capability. These

evidences are analogous to those used in current tactical intelligence

templating systems. All currently-available templating techniques will be

used to contribute to the AIA process to the extent that they are relevant

and transferable. It is expected, however, that the automated capability

5The "understander" from the POLITICS viewpoint.
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evolving from the POLITICS model and the methodologies/techniques

discussed in Section 4 as contributing to the AIA process will permit

a much more comprehensive development of templates than would be

possible without these tools. Further, they will permit construction

of much more discriminating patterns into which template-developed

information will fit. This will enable more rapid and accurate

determination (on a probabalistic basis) of which courses of action

are likely to be pursued, and of what perceptions are held by the

foreign decision-makers. It should be possible through retrospective

analysis to build a rich data base of past evidences of perceptions

and courses of action using the AIA process. This data base should be

able to indicate which type of evidence gives what degree of assurance

that a given course of action is being followed or that a given perception

is held. As individuals change in a group, or as conditions affecting

an individual or group change, their belief structures, goals, and

perceptions may undergo significant change. Again, the retrospective

analysis should be able to provide a relatively rich data base as to

what kinds of change may occur as the result of given types of events.

Effective, efficient development and exploitation of such data bases

is possible only by use of computers because of the mass of infor-

mation and of the number of microanalyses involved. Even when an indi-

vidual decision-maker or decision-making group is new on the scene,

use of relevant cultural, ideological, and environmental analogues

would permit rapid construction of an initial set of goal trees,

personal belief systems, and other relevant information. This would

permit prompt use of the AIA process to provide early, albeit initially

somewhat tentative, results (after some time using the system, it

should become possible to establish the level of confidence applicable

even in these circumstances). The resultant degree of understanding

of the foreign decisionmaker should also enhance the US capability to send

signals, through actions and words, to foreign actors which will result in

their holding the perceptions which we desire.
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3.3 THE ITERATIVE IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

The iterative identification process consists of:

* the repeated use of templates derived from the base estimate
procedures to search for evidences of probable courses of
action or perceptions;

the use of these results to modify the base estimates and
produce additional templates used to search for further
evidences of probable courses of action or perceptions;

* and so on in a continuing process.

The techniques and methodology used would be continuations of those used in

developing the base estimate and the initial search plan. The automation

process, to be of maximum assistance to the human analyst, would need to have

software developed facilitating integration of initial and confirming evi-

dences, and of other relevant information developed in the search/find/

analyze/search process into the base data files of the AIA process. The

automation process, to be of help, must also display, in a form understandable

to the analyst, the basis for the predictions and explanations it makes. In

addition, it must provide ready access to information on inputs (e.g. goal

trees) and other relevant data required to permit the human analyst to either

adjust inputs or adapt results as may be required to reflect information

at variance with that entered earlier or outside the processing capabilities

of the model.

3.4 INTEGRATION WITH OTHER AUTOMATED APPLICATIONS

Development of the AIA process is the most significant step to-

wards a fully automated behavioral intelligence (ABI) system. The fully

automated ABI will provide access to all the common data base intelligence

discussed as an end objective in Section 5. This access should be provided

for both analysts and operational users, with analysts having reserved data

bases for those items which they feel are not yet ready to enter the common

base. This expanded system (the Phase II of Figure 1-3) will be explored
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in the early to mid phases of the ABI project , but will not be intensively

developed until after the AIA process (Phase I of Figure 1-3) is well in

hand. An example of the early exploration would be the linking into the

AIA process of SIPER6 or any other automated process in existence or capable

of development with relatively little time and effort, if that process could

contribute significantly to the improvement of the ABI system. This might

include such programs as EWAMS if appropriate linkages could be developed.

The goal of the eventual system should be to make available on a real time

basis to any authorized intelligence analyst or operational user that

information which he should have in order to perform his duties. This

involves considerations of computer security systems to permit compart-

mentalization of information as required, of special uses, such as during

negotiations, or for PSYOPS purposes, or for special data bases. Specifi-

cation of detailed design requirements for the full ABI system should be

accomplished after sufficient progress has been made on other ABI projects

to provide a good, user-supported feel for what can realistically be

accomplished and be most useful.

6See Section 5 for discussion of SIPER and other candidate systems.
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SECTION 4

ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIORAL INFORMATION

RELEVANT TO FOREIGN PERSONNEL

4.0 GENERAL

As noted in the general conceptualization of the ABI project in

paragraph 1.4, the behavioral information acquisition and analysis techniques

developed in the ABI project, and the existing techniques which they

supplement, are incorporated in the automated integrated analysis (AIA)

process. This section discusses the research design considerations

applicable to these techniques as follows:

* Roles of behavioral information acquisition and
analysis techniques in the AIA process (Paragraph 4.);

0 Types of information sources for behavioral
information (Paragraph 4.2);

a Potential types of methodologies (interpretive
techniques) for acquisition and analysis of
information from these sources (Paragraph 4.3);

0 State of the art of relevant types of methodology
(Paragraph 4.4);

* Development of multi-method approaches and relevant
predictive models (Paragraph 4.5);

* Identification and evaluation of the most promising
avenues of research (Paragraph 4.6).

4.1 ROLE OF BEHAVIORAL INFORMATION ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUES IN THE AIA PROCESS

As indicated earlier in Figure 1-2, the focus of ABI is parti-

cularly on individuals, but also on groups (e.g., organizational,

bureaucratic, cultural). The focus on individuals emphsizes individuals
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with roles of significant interest to the U.S.: decision-makers, negoti-

ators, and others, depending on the situation (e.g., individual lower-

ranking foreign officials when considering them as prospective HUMINT

sourcel. The focus on groups is particularly concerned with group

influences on individual behavior, and with groups in roles similar to

those of interest for individuals (e.g., as decision-makers in a

Politburo or a cabinet meeting, as a group targeted for psychological

warfare, etc.). The individual(s) or group(s) of interest in a specific

AIA process will be dictated by the issue area of concern.

4.1.1 Information Acquisition/Analysis Techniques and the Estimates

Process. Improved information acquisition and analysis

techniques pertinent to these types of individuals and groups are of

primary interest in the AIA process in the preparation of base estimates

of alternative perceptions and probable courses of action of foreign

personnel (see paragraphs 1.3.1 and 3.1). Through the use of templates,

these techniques are also the means of establishing and confirming

evidences of which of the estimates of alternative perceptions and

planned courses of action is accurate in a given situation. To accomplish

IParagraph 1.4.3.1 indicates that issue areas are defined by one or
more factors such as the following:

* behavior of a specific country or group of countries
(e.g., an economic or military alliance);

* activities of a specific group (e.g., ruling junta,
Politburo, negotiating team);

* behavior of a specific individual (e.g., head-of-
government, diplomat, military commander);

* a specific process (e.g., a set of negotiations, a
condition of military hostilities; the response to
specific U.S. policy initiatives);

* a specific functional or geographic area (e.g., the
global buildup of military capabilities, the expansion
of outside influence in Indochina, etc.).
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these purposes, information pertinent to individual and group factors

affecting perceptions and courses of action will be supplemented by

information on external events/actions/activities and by information on

the resource capabilities and the physical environment affecting the

foreign personnel's perceptions and courses of action. Application of

existing and new candidate information acquisition and analysis techniques

to this estimates process requires a thorough understanding of the

capabilities, limitations, and methodological characteristics of each

candidate technique.

4.1.2 Information Acquisition/Analysis Techniques and the Infor-

mation Search Plan. The development of information search

plans for a specific AIA process is dependent on the results of the

initial application of information acquisition/analysis techniques.

For example, as discussed in paragraph 3.1, behavioral analysis might

suggest that the decision of a group of foreign policy-makers to acquire

certain capabilities (e.g., a nuclear weapon) is indicative of which

of several alternative courses of action is under consideration (e.g.,

deterrence of a perceived expected threat or aggression against a

neighboring state). If the initial application of information acquisi-

tion/analysis indicated that such a decision has been made or is

contemplated, an optimum information search plan would then be developed

specifically targeted to provide evidence for alternative associated

perceptions and possible alternative or subsequent courses of action.

Again, application of candidate acquisition and analysis techniques

for this purpose is dependent on a thorough understanding of the capa-

bilities, limitations, and methodological characteristics of each

candidate technique.

4.2 TYPES OF INFORMATION SOURCES FOR BEHAVIORAL INFORMATION

Several types of indicators of behavioral information, each

with accompanying information sources, have been addressed, as indicated
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in Figure 4-1. These were considered as follows:

0 Cognitive (non-physiological), Indicators From
Recorded Data, to include:

- indicators from primary source verbal data;

- indicators from secondary source verbal data;

- indicators based on nonverbal/paralinguistic data.

a Cognitive (non-physiological) Indicators From
Unrecorded Data, consisting of subjective analysis
of:

- direct subject observation, and

- subject interview/interrogation

* Physiological Measures, to include:

- proximate measures requiring contact with the subject
(at the current state-of-the-art); and

- remote measures not requiring physical contact with
the subject.

4.3 POTENTIAL TYPES OF BEHAVIORALLY RELEVANT METHODOLOGIES

(INTERPRETIVE TECHNIQUES) FOR ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS OF

INFORMATION

This paragraph discusses the types of behaviorally-relevant

methodologies listed in Figure 4-2. The primary focus of the discussion

is on the adaption of the latest state-of-the art techniques to the AIA

process, thereby enhancing current practices (as described, paragraph 1.0).

4.3.1 Verbal - Recorded Primary Sources. This involves analysis

of the contextual meaning of words in recorded verbal presentations,

both written and oral, to include analysis of the responses in in-depth

interviews of the subject. The basic problem addressed by the techniques

in this group is the reasonably parsimonious assembly of as much
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behaviorally-significant information as possible on an individual from

the individual's own words, and the conversion of that information

into inferences concerning his or her perceptions and probable courses

of action. Choices among these techniques will focus on their contri-

bution to the resolution of this problem and their adaptability to the

needs of the AIA process, given the state-of-the-art in the develop-

ment and application of each technique.

4.3.2 Verbal - Recorded Secondary Sources. Analysis of behaviorally-

relevant information presented in verbal form by individuals allegedly

having special insight on the target subject, to include statistical

reports, negotiation post-mortem reports, published historical accounts,

etc. In addition to the basic problem cited for verbal primary sources,

the use of secondary sources also involves the problem of the extra

"filter" inherent in second-hand observations, i.e., analyzing the

perceptual biases of the reporter. While this does not eliminate the

use of secondary verbal sources of data on foreign personnel, it suggests

extreme care in the use of such data if unsupported by other sources.

4.3.3 Nonverbal/Paralinguistic Techniques Applied to Recordings.

These techniques attempt to provide supplemental information relevant

to cognitive mapping of foreign personnel which, when combined with

information from the preceding categories, provides significantly enriched

inferences concerning perceptions and probable courses of action. This

enrichment is generally based on inferences as to the presence or absence

of mental states and triats such as stress, resolution, uncertainty, and

deception in the target individual during a recorded oral or (in the case

of graphology) hand-written verbal expression. Particular attention will

be paid to integrating input obtained by these techniques into the

algorithms of the AIA process. A definitive indication by one of

these techniques will normally be considered to apply across all goal

trees or other relevant elements of the AIA process algorithms.
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4.3.4 Techniques for Non-Recorded Indicators. The technique of

applying subjective, experience-based judgment to unrecorded direct

subject observation and/or subject interrogation/interview has

traditionally been used in the analysis of the psychological character-

istics of foreign leaders. 2 The key problems associated with the use

of this valuable interpretive technique in the AIA process are:

0 ensuring the credibility and accuracy of the judgment;

e focusing such judgments on characteristics of interest;
and

0 adapting the technique for inclusion in the AIA process.

4.3.5 Physiological Techniques. These techniques, like nonverbal

and paralinguistic techniques, attempt to provide supplemental data which,

when combined with other information in the AIA process, provides

significantly enriched estimates of perceptions and probable courses

of action.

4.3.5.1 Physiological variation and the AIA process. The type of

physiological variations which can be monitored through the application

of remote and proximate physiological (psychophysiological) indicators

offers two potential contributions to the development and elaboration

of the AIA process. First, since certain emotional and psychological

states can be linked to certain psychophysiological changes (e.g.,

psychological agitation linked to increased heart rate, stress linked to

changes in galvanic skin response), measurement of physiological change

through remote and/or proximate indicators contribute information

relevant to the meaning and context of verbal and nonverbal behavior.

Second, since changes in physiological condition due to biological stress,

illness, or the ingestion of stimulatns and medication can be linked

to changes in mental state, some types of physiological variation may

2See CP3 study (1979) p. 4-4.
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cause changes in the cognitive processes of the individual under study.

For example, the use of some forms of medication used to counteract the

effects of a fever are associated with drowsiness, an inability to

concentrate (i.e., to rationally weigh alternative choices), and depres-

sion. All of these effects could have a major impact on the goal

structures and, possibly, the counterplanning strategies reflected in

the AIA process.

4.3.5.2 Proximate and remote indicators. Proximate physiological

indicators are defined as those which generally involve physical contact

with the subject; remote indicators do not. In general, the use of

proximate physiological measures will produce more detailed and/or accurate

results than the use of remote indicators, but generally require the

active cooperation of the subject. Given the rapidity of change in

medical technology, however, physiological indicators which can only be

measured through physical contact in the current state-of-the-art

(e.g., EEG variation) may eventually become available through remote

means. For this reason, proximate physiological indicators should not

be summarily eliminated from consideration in the ABI research design,

even if the current operational constraints limit their immediate utility

in addressing the problem of obtaining physiological information on

foreign individuals.

4.4 STATE OF THE ART IN CANDIDATE BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT

TECHNIQUES/METHODOLOGIES

Appendix A contains a- detailed summary assessment of each

ABI candidate behaviorally-relevant technique/methodology listed in

Figure 4-2. Each entry provides, for each technique;

e Principal investigators/critics associated with the
technique/methodology
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* Citations of relevant (primarily scholarly)
studies and documents

* Description of the technique/methodology (including
major implicit assumptions)

e How the technique/methodology has been applied

e Whether the technique/methodology permits systema-
tic and reliable encoding of data

* The kind of data the technique/methodology uses
and how the data is normally obtained

e Whether the data-encoding process is resource
efficient

* Whether the technique/methodology provides consistent,
credible attribution of states and/or traits

@ Whether the technique/methodology provides acceptable,
credible inferences of intentions, perceptions, or
capabilities

e Whether the technique/methodology is susceptible to
computeri zation

* Whether the technique/methodology requires extensive
training for use

e The methodological and research problems which have
been identified

a Government agencies known to be using it, if any

Figure 4-3 provides a sample entry from Appendix A. Figure 4-4 summarizes

Appendix A in terms of the state-of-the-art in each behaviorally-relevant

technique/methodology.

4.5 DEVELOPMENT OF MULTI-METHOD APPROACHES AND RELEVANT PREDICTIVE

MODELS

The development of research tasks envisioning multi-method

approaches and relevant predictive models for acquisition and processing
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Figure 4-3. Sample Entry of Appendix A

NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/M THODOLOGY

Remote Psychoanalytic Techniques

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS / CRITICS

Investigators include Barber, Courtney, Erikson, Esberry, Freud and
Bullitt, Alexander and Juliette George, Lasswell, Leites, Mazlish,
and Tucker.

Critics include Greenstein, Maz.lish, Touhy, Winter and Stewart.

CITES

Lasswell (1930) PsychoiathoLogy and Politics; George and George (1956)
Woodrow Wilon and ColoeZ Zouse; Erikson (1962) Young Ikm Luther and
(1969) Ganhi's u th; Freud and Bullitt (1967) Thomas Woodrow WiZson;
Barber (1972) The Presidential Character; Mazlish (1973) In Search of
Nicon; Touhy (1974) "Psychology in Political Analysis"; Courtney (1976)
"Prime Ministerial Character: An Examination of Mackenzie King"; Esberry
(1977) PereonaZity and PoZitics: A Study of Wll= Lyon Mackenzie King;
Winter and Stewart in Hermann (1977)'A PsycolxogicaZ Examination of
PoliticaZ Leadax's; Leites, a variety of works.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical
assumptions)

Uses published sources and content analysis to make inferences on the
genesis of the dynamics of individual political behavior, usually for
specific political leaders but occasionally for the "typical" leaders
in a given national culture (see, for example, Pye's study on Burma and
Leites' work on French, Chinese, and Soviet leadership). Classification
of data varies from categories of leadership style (e.g., Barber's
model and Lasswell's leadership types) to highly individualistic explana-
tions of political behavior, Including neurotic/compulsive drives
(e.g., Mazlish) and-psychopathic behavior (e.g., Freud and Bullitt,
Tucker's studies of Stalin).

Assumes that political behavior is a relatively superficial and transi-
tory manifestation of underlying character traits. Further assumes that
statements and actions can be found to indicate a pattern of psychologi-
cal responses to stimuli, based on experiences in childhood or early
adulthood, and that it is-possible to extrapolate from the pattern to
determine the key influences shaping later political behavior. Pays
special attention to defensive and 'adaptive mechanisms in determining
behavior.
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Figure 4-3 (continued)

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

Applied in a retroactive focus, as in psychohistory. Barber's model
has been used to predict President Carter's performance in office with
inconclusive and controversial results. It has been occasionally used
to link psychosomatic symptoms to political decisions. There is also
some evidence that some form of remote psychoanalytic technique was
applied to the prediction of Premier Khrushchev's probable responses
to U.S. initiatives during the Cuban missile crisis; the evidence, how-
ever, is anecdotal in nature.

WHAT OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Memoirs, speeches, published histories, verbatim accounts of meetings,
and other recorded verbal data.

HOW IS TE DATA OBTAINED?

Open, usually published sources.

DOES TE TvCHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING
OF DATA?

No. Identical data can be interpreted very differently by different
coders and analysts (see, for example, the Courtney/Esberry controversy
on Mackenzie King's character).

IS TE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

No. Data collection must be extremely thorough and carefully analyzed
to ensure accurate results. In many cases (i.e., Soviet and Third
World leaders), necessary data does not exist or has been doctored by
the political censorship process.

DOES TE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS
OF STATES AND/OR TRAITS? WHAT KID?

Some applications have provided credible attributions of politically-
relevant character traits, especially leadership style, but only on a
retroactive basis.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF
INTENTIONS, PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

Difficult to determine. Critics of the technique, such as Mazlish and
Touhy, doubt that the techniques of remote psychoanalysis can predict
anything.
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Figure 4-3 (Continued)

IS TE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUE'JRIZATION?

No. The results of the application of the technique may be susceptible
to computerization (i.e.,-the Barber and Lasswell classification schemes
could conceivably be incorporated in the development of goal trees).

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

Yes.

WHAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS !AVE BEEN IDENTIFIMD?

(1) Very high resource costs for relatively low credibility yield.
(2) Danger of reductionism: relegating conscious human thought and

decision-making to a secondary plane.
(3) Multiplicity of theories serving as a basis for encoding data.
(4) Lack of adequate sources of data for most subjects of interest.
(5) Research design is essentially retrodictive: starts from a given

event and seeks to explain its origin and meaning.
(6) The "general" classification schemes used in some forms of remote

psychoanalytic techniques may not be applicable to all cases; i.e.,
Barber's model is criticized for being inapplicable outside the
20th century United States.

(7) Many psychoanalysts believe that the construction of an individual's
basic psychological model without direct subject observation is
contrary to the basic principles of psychoanalytic practice.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES KNOWN TO BE USING IT?

The Central Intelligence Agency appears to have applied-the technique in
.assessing the more volatile (i.e., psychoneurotic) political leaders of
interest. The FBI has created psychoanalytic profiles of terrorists and
hijackers, used by the CIA and by law enforcement agencies. DoD has made
use of some forms of psychoanalytic technique, including Leites' work,
in support of PsyOps and Civil Affairs.
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of behavioral information as reflected in Section 6 on the following

considerations:

The state-of-the-art in the candidate techniques/
methodologies as indicated in Figure 4-4;

* the operationally-relevant considerations summarized in
Figure 4-5. These relate to the type of information
received from a technique/methodology and the type
of access to the subject which is required; and

the utility of the approaches and models in the
AIA process.

t
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Figure 4-5. Operationally Relevant Considerations Applicable
to Methodologies/Technique

TYPE OF TYPE OF
tETHODOLOGIES/TECINIQUES M ITn AL "

Verbal - Primary Sources
Content analy-sis:
Thematic content analysis Cog RV
Symbolic content analysis/paralinguistic analysis Cog RV
Value analysis/operational code identification Cog RV

Cognitive mapping 1,2g RV
Personality profiles, including actuarial analysis P PO RV
Remote psychoanalytic techniques ~Po 2 RVISubjective, experienced based judgement Cog, P PO RV

D2v~~ata
Survey-based gtigt ano biographical analysis Cog, P2PO PCSC
Audience survey analysis Cog 2 PCSC
PAT and other standardized test analysis Cog , P PO PCSC
PAS Cog PCSC
Soft skill tests Cog PCSC

Verbal - Secondaryu re
Elite coaMality identficationi Cog RV
Events data analysis Cog, P2PO RV
Decision modeling/decision-making simulation Cog, P2PO RV
Quantitative analysis of secondary biographic sources Cog, P2PO RV
Long range forecasting Cog RV
Subjective, experienced based analysis Cog, P2PO RV
Supplementation of other techniquesi especially Cog, P2PO RV
those associated with verbal and statistical content

Hanwrtin aalsis(gaphloy)C29, P PO PCSC
Psychological Stress Evaluator (PSE) P PO 2 1, PV
Non-verbal behavior monitoring Cog, P 2PO RD. PNC
Eye movement monitoring Cog, p2po RD0 pNC, PCSC
Psychoanalytic techniques Cog, p2pD RV, RO, PNC

Subjective, experienced based judgement Cog: P2PO RV, R0, PNC
Non-recorded Data

Subjective, experience based judgement Cog, P2PO All

Physoloica _Measure, Proximate2PC, 
CS

Diagnostic/prognotic analysi
EEG (electroencephalogram) Cog P2PD PCSC
EKG (electrocardiogram) P206 PCSC
Biochemical/pathological analysis 92PO PNC, PCSC
GSR (galvanic skin response) p2po PCSC
Pulse rate measurement p2po PCSC
Biological temperature measurement p2p0 PCSC

Physiological Measures, Remote xPD PC
Videotape moni 9 rin
Diagnostic/prognostic analysis p2po P0
Genetic analysis p2p0 P0
Computer-based physiological simulation P2Po P0
Subjective, experience based judgement p2po RO

*Legend: Co sgcofo iieifriin P2P source of

**Legend: RV - remote, verbal access required; RO remote, other than
verbal; PNC -proximate, non-contact-access required; PCSC
proximate contact or subject cooperation required.
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SECTION 5

INTERFACE WITH HUMAN EXPERTISE AND OTHER

RELEVANT RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS

5.0 GENERAL

This section is concerned with three different kinds of

additional research requirements:

" The technology transfer issues involved in the
ABI Project, particularly the psychological
problems involved.

" Development of baseline capabilities applying
to the use of subjective, experience-based
judgment in all relevant methodological areas.

" Indication of a number of specialized activi-
ties in which the various ABI developed tech-
niques may be of particular benefit.

5.1 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The CP3 study cited earlier devotes considerable discussion

to pointing out various constraints on the capability to develop user

product satisfaction with ABI products. The more relevant of these

constraints may be summarized as follows:

• The national decision-maker must be convinced
that there is a practical use in the relevant
environment for any new information provided
by ABI. The decision-maker must also be
convinced that the ABI-provided information
will permit him to do his job more effective-
ly; and must feel confident that he (she) under-
stands and can accept the assumptions and
perceptions involved in producing that information.

5-1
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* The analyst or staff officer supporting the
national decision-maker, in order to support
the development and use of ABI techniques
and information, must feel that, in addition
to satisfying the concerns of the decision-
maker, the ABI-provided information is easily
used by the analyst. Further, to even greater
depth than the decision-maker, the analyst
must understand and be able to accept the
assumptions and perceptions involved in
producing that information.

Based on the perceived potentially critical problem of ensuring product

acceptability, the CP3 study went on to recommend specific addressal of

technology transfer issues, particularly the psychological and bureau-

cratic aspects thereof. It has become apparent that, as the AIA process

and other elements of the eventual ABI system are developed, they must be

designed in accordance with an understanding of the psychological aspects

of technology transfer. Otherwise, for both the analyst and the decision-

maker, ABI techniques are not likely to appear as the friendly "arm in

arm" helper portrayed in Figure 1-1. Consequently, the psychological

aspects of technology transfer for ABI need to be addressed early, and

the results used in ABI technique development.

5.2 DEVELOPMENT OF BASELINE CAPABILITIES OF INTUITIVE, EXPERIENCE-

BASED JUDGMENT.

In Section 4, the use of intuitive, experience-based judge-
ment was noted as a technique under use of verbal primary and secondary

sources, nonverbal/paralinguistic techniques, use of nonrecorded data,

and use of remote physiological measures. It is the way operators - and

often academicians - have analyzed information since time immemorial,

even when alternative methods existed. It is necessary to establish a

baseline in terms of the capabilities of intuitive, experience-based

judgement, expressed by analysts and decision-makers in order to establish
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the validity of new, complementary methods for purposes of facilitating

acceptance by potential users and to avoid wasting effort on developing

tools which perform at best no better than unaided subjective judgements.

There is no point in continuing development of an ABI technique which

is limited to 75% accuracy if unaided subjective judgement in addressing

the same problem also gives 75% accuracy. It is possible that proper

assessment of the capabilities of subjective judgement may find that

it can complement other procedures in a synergistic fashion. Thus,

the baseline capabilities of subjective judgement to process cognitive

information, verbal and nonverbal, and other types of information as

appropriate, needs to be developed in terms of the types of individuals

who are analysts and decisionmakers. These are individuals who have

self-selected for these careers, who have been trained in them, and

who have been further selected based on performance over the course of

their careers. Because these individuals are, by selection, training,

and environmental conditioning, different from the average college

student who is the subject of many studies, the baseline capabilities

for the subjective judgement process need to be determined using current

or past analysts and decisionmakers as subjects.

5.3 SPECIALIZED APPLICATIONS

The AIA Process discussed in Sections 1 and 3 addressed the

principal focus of the ABI Project -- the prediction and explanation

of foreign decision-maker perceptions and probable courses of action.

There are, however, a number of other special types of intelligence

activities in which ABI techniques can be particularly useful. 1  These

activities and potential applications of ABI techniques to them, are

sumniarized below. These applications are considered along with those

IFor further discussion of such activities, see the CP3 study.
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in the preceeding sections of this report in determining the structure

of the research design as expressed in the list of priority projects

in Section 6.

5.3.1 Prediction and Explanation of Interactions Among Groups of

Nations.

The AIA process addresses perceptions and probable courses of

action at two levels of analysis -- for individuals and groups of

individuals. Also of interest at a still higher level of analysis are

interactions among nations -- the projection of probable outcomes of

interactions in given situations. Harold Guetzkow's INS-II2 simulation

has been automated in a version called SIPER (Simulated International

Processer) which uses characteristics of each of a group of nations

(and of their decision-makers) involved in a given situation to project

outcomes. It appears that considerable utility would be gained by

taking sets of specific-decision maker characteristics which have

known frequencies of accurate prediction in retroactive analyses employing

the AIA process and using these characteristics in a suitable adaptation

of SIPER. The resultant capability of explanation and prediction

could significantly improve national capabilities to explain and anticipate

outcomes of potentially troublesome international situations.

5.3.2 International Negotiations.

Negotiations are a frequent and vital activity which can use

not only the comprehensive, near real time output projected for the

first and second phases of ABI automation, but also can make particularly

good use of certain of the non-verbal techniques if they live up to their

21nteractive Simulation of an International Political System
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promise. For example if nonverbal behavior monitoring can demonstrate

a capability under operational conditions to provide significantly

better information concerning individuals than experienced negotiators

can derive based on observation and judgement, then nnnverbal behavior

monitoring can become a particularly important information-gathering

tool in negotiations, as well as being of use in general information-

gathering from suitable targets. Other techniques such as eye move-

ment monitoring and the PSE (or other stress detection techniques)

hold similar promise.

5.3.3 Influencing Foreign Individual and Group Perceptions.

Almost everything done by U.S. individuals and groups in the

national security establishment has an impact on the perceptions of

the US by foreign individuals and groups. There are certain activities,

however, which are targeted specifically at influencing those perceptions

in specific ways. Two such activities are the practice of deliberately
"signali.g" intentions and perceptions by designated US policy-

makers or agencies, (perception management--pm)and psychological

operations (PSYOPS). These two activities provide examples of how

ABI techniques may be useful in influencing foreign individual and

group perceptions.

5.3.3.1. PM. This activity, which is designed to influence decision-

makers, received considerable prominence during the 1960's in con-

junction with the conflict in South Vietnam. PM is a responsibility

of plans and operations type personnel, approved by the pertinent

policy/decision-maker, supported by intelligence and counterintel-

ligence agencies. It has been of concern currently in terms of

attempts to stimulate or inhibit certain actions by the Soviet Union

with respect to situations such as Afghanistan.
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The effective development of the ABI capabilities discussed

in the preceding sections should provide a major enhancement of the

US ability to comprehend signals transmitted by other governments,

and to design and evaluate the effectiveness of signals transmitted

by the US Government abroad. In this context, the ABI project can

have significant implications for policy-making operations, intel-

ligence, and counterintelligence elements at virtually all levels of

the national security structure. Of comparable importance the detection

and conversion to US advantage of foreign attempts at perception

management directed against the US represents the opposite side of

the coin to the use of the ABI in perception management by the United

States. The ability to signal accurately and convincingly depends

first of all upon understanding the individual or group to whom you

are signalling -- their perceptions prior to the signalling activity,

the way in which they interpret actions, and their reactive tendencies.
3

In addition to information on perceptions and goals provided by the

AIA process, it appears that it would be particularly useful to concentrate

on providing capabilities such as:

e an ability, using verbal or nonverbal techniques,
assess reactions of foreign individuals (for example,
using non-verbal monitoring, to detect evidences of
contempt, disbelief, or acceptance in individuals);

* an understanding of foreign ABI type techniques (as
discussed in subparagraph 5.3.4) permitting signals
to be designed to convey perceptions to the foreign
power through his own intelligence gathering appara-
tus in a convincing and accurate manner;

* development of foreign actor audience simulations
(see subparagraph 5.3.6) to help analyze possible
reactions to attempts to send signals;

3For example, if Russians, as part of their culture, are conditioned
to look upon compromise as a sign of weakness, it would be very easy in
attempting to transmit a perception of the US as strong and determined,
but reasonable, to instead transmit a perception of the US as weak.
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5.3.3.2. Psychological Operations (PSYOPS) The potential for use

of ABI technique in PSYOPS, an age old discipline applied more

broadly against foreign populations or elements thereof, is twofold:

o techniques which help us to understand the percep-
tions and goals of foreign individuals and groups
can be used to improve analysis of target audiences.

0 techniques which help us signal intentions and per-
ceptions can be used to help in the framing and
delivery of the PSYOPS message.

5.3.4 Counterintelligence and Security Applications

ABI techniques of particular interest for counterintelligence

and security activities, but equally relevant to many intelli-

gence activities, appear to be those having to do with monitoring

cognitive states and recruiting human resources. These techniques,

include nonverbal monitoring and both remote and proximate psycho-

physiological techniques. If they achieve their full potential, they

may be able to give indications that individuals are under stress,

dissembling, or in any other manner conveying information relating

to, or providing a basis for inferences concerning the individual's

cognitive state in a manner that may be at variance with their verbal-

izations. Also of interest are techniques involved in recruitment

of human resources--by us or by foreign powers--as discussed in

the next subparagraph, and for improving existing procedures for

assessing, developing, training handling and testing HUMINT and

counterintelligence-related personnel, including sources.
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5.3.5 Recruitment of Human Resources.

Techniques indicating information concerning individuals

which is at variance with their verbalizations is of course of use in

recruitment of human resources, just as it is useful for intelligence

and counterintelligence activities. Applications could include screen-

ing persperctive employees, selection of personnel for agent or other

specialized activities, and screening and testing emigres and defects.

In addition, information concerning foreign individual traits, goals,

and perceptions gained through the AIA process may be helpful for

recruitment of certain foreign individuals.

5.3.6 Foreign Actor Simulation (Including RED4 Forces).

RED Force simulation is a normal practice at present, in

varying degrees of sophistication and accuracy. Currently it is prac-

ticed primarily for military forces. Such simulation can be enhanced

by addition of information concerning the characteristics of potential

adversary forces, such as is anticipated as a result of operational

use of ABI-developed techniques. In addition, particularly through

the use of the AIA Process, and the potential extension of it through

the use of the SIPER model discussed in paragraph 5.3.1, it is expected

that foreign actor simulation at the level of foreign politico-military

decision-making individuals and groups, and at the national level, can

be made much more sophisticated and accurate, hence become more widely

and profitably used.

5.3.7 Other Types of Specialized Activities. ABI outputs will

be useful in many types of activities (e.g. crisis management, and

counterterrorism), which could be listed along with negotiation, PSYOPS,

and the other specialized activities listed above. The ones listed

suffice, however, to illustrate the range of application of ABI techniques.
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SECTION 6

PRIORITIZED, SCHEDULED LIST OF RESEARCH TASKS

6.0 APPROACH TO DEFINING, PRIORITIZING, AND SCHEDULING, RESEARCH

TASKS.

This section defines in priority the research tasks to be

performed as part of the ABI Project, then indicates the first year
effort based on these tasks, and the multiyear approaches to be used

to bring them to fruition.

6.1 RESEARCH TASKS IN PRIORITY ORDER

Priority 1 Development of the AIA Process (short title - AIA Process).

This involves the following subtasks:

A. Continued development of the POLITICS model, followed
by tailoring of this model and supplementation as re-
quired to meet the detailed specifications for AIA
software as discussed below.

B. Assessment of the following techniques from Figures 4-
2 and 4-5 and of any other techniques nominated by
potential user agencies and not covered by the subtasks.
This assessment will determine the utility of these
techniques in constructing goal trees, providing personality
traits, and otherwise furnishing relevant input elements
of the AIA software (based on the POLITICS model);
and, concurrently, their utility in meeting any of the
special research requirements cited in Section 5:

Content analysis of verbal primary sources:

Thematic content analysis
Symbolic conteyt analysis/paralinguistic analysis
Value analysis /operational code identification

IPreliminary work on this subject is being accomplished in the
current fiscal year.
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Cognitive mapping

Personality profiles, including actuarial analysis

From verbal secondary sources:

Elite commonality identification
Quantitative analysis of secondary biographic sources

Survey data of all types (including testing)

This assessment is to be followed by adaptation for use in the AIA

process of those techniques, elements of techniques, modifications

of techniques, or combinations of techniques determined to be useful.

C. Development of detailed AIA software specifications
based on utilization of the POLITICS model modified
to:

Perform all operations involved in all aspects of the
AIA process.

Automate the techniques described in the preceding
subtask as appropriate.

Accept inputs developed under, and produce outputs
required by other, lower priority tasks.

Optimize interactive computer assistance to the human
analyst and decision-maker.

D. Development of AIA software to the above specifications,
and concurrent development of accompanying human proce-
dures.

E. Integrated with the above subtasks, to the maximum
extent possible from the beginning, testing of the
techniques and software against the "Mr. X's" and "Group
X's" specified in Section 2, starting the first year
with Qadhafi and the Soviet Politburo.

The assignment of Priority 1 to this task is based on:
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" the centrality of the AIA process in the ABI objective
system as described in Section 1;

* the degree to which its outputs stand on their own in
meeting the objectives of the ABI Project;

* the wealth of source material which the AIA Process
can use;

the importance of the AIA process in providing inputs
or context for the techniques developed in other re-
search tasks;

the ability to take advantage of ongoing research on
the POLITICS model, on value analysis, and to adapt
various existing techniques for use within the context
of the POLITICS system.

Priority 2 Development of Nonverbal/Paralinguistic Measures to

supplement the information gained through verbal sources (short

title Nonverbal Paralinguistic). This involves the following subtasks:

A. Assessment of the following techniques from Figures
4-2 and 4-5 to determine their utility in providing
inputs to the AIA Process, and in meeting the special
research requirements cited in Section 5.

(Not included is the Psychological Stress Evaluator,
which is the subject of a separate research task.)
Non-verbal behavior monitoring
Eye movement monitoring
Pupilometry and other related techniques

B. Continued development of non-verbal behavior monitoring
(which has already indicated sufficient potential
utility if it achieves its promise to warrant development
concurrent with a fuller assessment of its potential role).
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C. Development or, as appropriate, adaptation in a form
suitable for ABI purposes, of all of the techniques
listed in A above which are found to have significant
utility in meeting the requirements of the AIA Process
or of the special research requirements of Section 5.

The assignment of priority 2 to this task is due to its potential

ability to provide critical information concerning context for infor-

mation obtained through verbal analysis, not only in suitable circum-

stances for the AIA process, but also in special uses, particularly

in negotiations; and due to the ability to take advantage of currently

ongoing research.

Priority 3 Development of Baseline Capabilities of Subjective,

Experience - Based Human Judgment. (short title - Human Judgment)

This involves the following subtasks:

A. Determination of those techniques addressed in other
research tasks which perform functions which can also
be performed by analysts and decision-makers using
trained, experience-based human judgment.

B. Determination of the accuracy and resource costs of
analysts performing those functions:

C. Determination of techniques for which experience-based
human judgment comprises a supplement capable of pro-
ducing synergistic improvements in performance.

D. Development of means for incorporating trained, experi-
ence-based human judgment both synergistically and
directly, where its demonstrated effectiveness warrants,
in meeting the requirements of the AIA Process; and
of using it synergistically with other ABI techniques
in meeting the special research requirements of Section
5.

The assignment of priority 3 to this task is based on:

The inutility of developing means to supplement or
replace analysis based on human judgment unless those
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means demonstrably produce a significant improvement in
results; 2

* The expectation that in many cases a synergistic
effect is likely to produce better results for the
combination of experience-based human judgment
and other techniques than for either alone;

* The fact that, while most social science testing is
done with college students due to their ready avail-
ability and other factors, there is a demonstrable
difference between such students and career personnel
in the national security establishment 3 a difference
logically biased in favor of significantly higher per-
formance in relevant tasks on the part of analysts and
decision-makers.

Priority 4 Input to the AIA Process from Existing Automated Forecasting

and Indicator models (short title-Forecasting/Indicator Models).

This involves the following subtasks:

A. Assessment of the following techniques from
Figures 4-2 and 4-5 to determine their utility
in providing inputs to the AIA Process and in
meeting the special research requirements of
Section 5:

Events data analysis (e.g., EWAMS)
Decision modeling/decision-making simulation
Long range forecasting

B. Adaptation for ABI purposes of all of the techniques
listed in A above which are found to have significant
utility in meeting the requirements of the AIA

2With respect to the two preceding research tasks in terms of
priority, and with respect to all tasks with respect to first year
effort (paragraph 6.2), a judgement has been made in terms of disruption
of ongoing work and probability of payoff that it is more cost effec-
tive to have them going on concurrently with or in advance of this
research task than to halt them pending its outcome.

3See discussion in paragraph 5.2 of this document, and paragraph
2.2.1.2 of the CP3 study.
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process or in meeting the special requirements cited in

Section 5.

The assignment of priority 4 to this task is based on:

The existence of several advanced automated
programs involving these techniques and developed
through DARPA sponsored research;

A perceived high potential for supplementing other
inputs with this type of information, particularly
in terms of providing information in response to tem-
plating requirements in the AIA Process.

Priority 5 The Use of Automation in Analyzing Interactions Among

Nations (short title International Interaction Analysis). This involves

the following subtasks:

A. Assessment of the SIPER model (paragraph 5.3.1)
to see if it (or any logical competitor) can
provide significant improvement in explana-
tion and prediction of international interac-
tions using inputs as to national individual
and group decision-maker characteristics from
the AIA Process (or, pending its evolution,
the POLITICS model upon which it is to be based).

B. Assuming a positive assessment resulting from the
preceding task, adaptation of SIPER to use outputs
from the AIA Process and otherwise as may be
required to make it effective in an ABI role.

The assignment of priority 5 to this task is based on the potential

contribution that the successful accomplishment of the task could

have in enhancing the overall value of the ABI system, of which it

would be a part. It does not have a higher priority due to lack of

previous involvement with the project, and consequent uncertainty as

to its feasibility.

Priority 6 Technology Transfer This involves the following subtasks:

A. Develop means of conveying to the potential
user communities the substance of what the
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ABI project is all about (an initial version of
this is being developed currently; it will need
updating as the project progresses).

B. Develop from potential user viewpoints, specific
design criteria applicable to ABI techniques which
will:

- enhance technique credibility
- enhance the ease with which techniques

can be used
- enhance user perceptions of individual

technique and overall system utility
(in other words, which will help users to perceive the
ABI contributions as constituting the friendly "arm in
arm" helper of Figure 1)

C. Coordinate with all groups performing ABI research
to ensure use of the criteria developed in B above.

D. Coordinate closely with user points of contact to
ensure that the results of subtask B represent their
viewpoints, solve their problems.

The assignment of priority to task 6 is based on the critical need

for users to understand ABI techniques easily, and use them willingly

if these techniques are to achieve their full potential.

Priority 7 Measurement and Attribution of Stress (short title -

Stress Interpretation). This involves the following subtasks:

A. Assess the probability that in the next 5-10 years mea-
surement of stress can be accomplished in
terms of consistent, accurately definable levels
which can be linked to empirically verifiable
impacts on individual performance, and which are
measurable in sufficiently small increments to
make stress measurement a useful tool in pre-
dicting behavior in the ABI environment.

B. Assess the probability that it will be possible
in the next 5-10 years to attribute stress
causation accurately in terms of the factors
likely to be impinging on the targets of ABI
information acquisition activities.
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C. If either of the above assessments is positive,
pursue the potentials uncovered for use with
ABI nonverbal indicator techniques which have
the potential for indicating stress.

The assignment of priority to task 7 is based on:

" The importance of stress in nonverbal indicator
systems such as the PSE;

" the apparent lack of a capability to convert
stress measurements into impacts on behavior
except at the extremes (e.g., for clear stress
overload, evidenced by the behaviors which we
wish to anticipate);

* the multiplicity of factors (personal, physical,
political, organizational, psychological, and
other) which, under normal conditions, could
operate to cause stress.

Priority 8 The Use of the Psychological Stress Evaluator (short

title - PSE). This is listed as a separate research task from the

priority 2 research task, Nonverbal/Paralinguistics, because it is a

separate ongoing project. It involves the following subtasks:

A. Based on results to date, provide a realistic
assessment of the possibilities of:

- improving the validation of the basic
phenomenon involved (including the
meaningful measurement of stress
levels).

- meaningful interpretation of the results,
given the many factors which can cause
stress in an individual at any given
time

B. Based on the results of the preceding assessment, and
on progress in the preceding research task,
develop the use of the PSE in terms of its po-
tential input to the AIA process and to the
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special research requirements of section 5.

The assignment of priority to task 8 is based on:

the high potential for making a unique
contribution which PSE would have once
adequately validated as a scientific
phenomenon and subject to meaningful
interpretation;

* the current difficulty with gaining wide-
spread acceptance of the PSE as scien-
tifically sound.

* The difficulty in determining what PSE
readings mean in terms of stress levels
(see also the preceding research project),
and in nonspeculative attribution of the
cause of the stress apparently indicated
by the PSE.

Priority 9 Integration of Physiological (inlcuding Psychophysiological)

Information into the ABI Processes (short title - Use of Physiological

Information).

This consists of the following subtasks:

A. Assessment of all of the means of obtaining
physiological (including psychophysiological)
information cited in Figures 4-2 and 4-5 to
determine which ones are most usable to obtain
information affecting behavior of interest
in the ABI System.4

B. Develop means for integrating this information
into the AIA Process, the special uses discussed
in Section 5, and into phase 2 of the objective
ABI System.

4Some intelligence related applications exist at present, but
these are not central to the techniques discussed for obtaining behavioral
information on foreign decision makers.
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C. The monitorship of research in such physiological
(including psychophysiological) areas as EEG,
where progress has not reached a point where
cognitive applications useful in the ABI System
are imminent, but in which at some time there may
be progress which will make it useful.

Priority 10 Development of Phase II of the ABI Objective System, an

Automated System Built up from the AIA Process, and Integrating all

Relevant Intelligence Information, Servicing all Relevant Users (short

title - ABI Phase II Objective System). This ABI Phase II Objective

System is indicated in Figure 1-3 and discussed briefly in Section

1.4.1. The purpose of this research task is to integrate existing

intelligence data and techniques along with ABI research tasks to

provide in one system:

* The AIA Process;

" A common repository of all relevant data bases accessible
to all legitimate users (with individual analysts
having their own limited access adjunct data material
they are not yet ready to introduce to common
access);

" Unique analytic procedures tailored to meet
the requirements of special uses such as those discussed
in Section 5.

The assignment or priority to this last research project is based not

on importance -- it is the eventual capstone to the whole edifice --

but on sequencing. It is built upon the results of other research

tasks, hence will be initiated later then the others.

6.2 FIRST YEAR TASKS AND MULTIYEAR APPROACHES.

The listing of first year tasks and multiyear approaches

based on the research tasks of the preceding paragraph is accomplished

in Figure 6-1.
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY ASSESSMENT OF ABI CANDIDATE BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT

TECHNIQUES/METHODOLOGIES

1.0 GENERAL

The following is a summary assessment of ABI candidate

behaviorally-relevant techniques/methodologies, based primarily on

an examination of recent literature for each technique or method-

ology considered, supplemented with interviews of research and

research administration personnel where appropriate. It should not

be regarded as a comprehensive or (necessarily) authoritative

appraisal of each technique; rather, the summary assessments high-
light identified advantages and disadvantages of the techniques

within the ABI context. The inclusion of a particular technique or

methodology in this section does not constitute recommendation of

the use of the technique or methodology, or its further development

under asupices.

2.0 EXCLUDED TECHNIQUES/METHODOLGIES

Several techniques and methodologies discussed in Section

4 of the Research Design have been excluded from the detailed

summary assessments which follow. The coverage of these techniques

in table 4-4 of the basic report is considered to provide sufficient

relevant information. These techniques are:

Events Data Analysis

Personality Profiles

Diagnostic/Prognostic Analysis

GSR

Subjective, experienced-based human judgment.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Content analysis/Operational Code Research

CITES

Leites (1951) *w :tera:ina? 'ode of :he Poi:ruro. Berelson (1952) -onrenr
Ar.lysia in C'orun.icalion ?esearch. Gerbner et al. (1969) :he AnaLJi cF
,omnicai:aon ontent. Holsti (1969) _'ntent AnaZLeis for :he Socia Z 3Sancea
-nd -:he Hwnanirie8. George (1969) "The 'Operational Code': A Neglected Ap-
proach," :nter'viricnaI --$udies urer!g. Rokeach et al. (1970) "A Value
Analysis of the Disputed Federalist Papers," jou!nal of ?ersonaZl and
Soster ?3ygho~o. Holsti (1970) "The Operational Code Approach to John
Foster Dulles' Philosophy and Instrumental Beliefs," :ar.din Jou.rna )f
Politc Science. Rokeach (1973) The Vature of Hwan V 7es. Frank (1973)
rn_-uisr-i .awysie of PoLi:icaL Elites: A T7hor of erbaZ Xineeics. Hermann
(107) A Psecholog.oau' .:narion of Poitioal L.aers. Marvick (1977)
Ps:,C.or~iti= AnaLrses: Sjeecred W-,iting8 of .7athn Zeizes. Holsti (1977)
The overariona' -ode is --n Approach :o the AnZsis of 3 Si f S :ems: Fina_
Reporr to :he ationa, Science Foundation. Heath and Fogel (1978) "Terminal
and Instrumental: An Inquiry into Rokeach's Value Survey.' Psychologica
Revorta. Lasswell (1976) :'a e.nd .Develocent: 4vraising Asian -=peri-vare.
Hopple (1978) ,appirv the Terrain of :om'and ehorioc- .

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Coding of content of written and/or verbal statements (including questionnaire
responses, where applicable) according to a coding system relevant to the type
of analysis performed, quantitatively or (in some coding schemes) qualitatively
assessing the weight which the respondent consciously or unconsciously gives
to various words, phrases, values, or concepts.

The ooerational code technique uses a construct devised by George to code con-
tent of verbal material according to a series of questions about the subject's
politically-relevant beliefs. Additionally, some researchers have attempted
to use the approach to code policy actions and/or nonverbal behavior.

A major assumption in all of these techniques is that statements by a subject
reflect the psychological traits and/or states of the subject personally; a
second major assumption is that beliefs, perceptions, values, operational
codes, etc. provide a major basis for determining behavior. These assumptions
are both open to some question and debate.

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

Considerable variation, from determining the authorship of anonymous political
tracts to attempting to predict long-range policy goals of the Soviet politburo.
In general, thematic content analysis enjoyed its greatest popularity during
the 1950's and 1960's, the Rokeach value survey achieved popularity during the
mid-1970's but appears to be declining in use following considerable criticism
of several of its key assumptions, and the operational code approach seems to
have maintained a consistent "following" among researchers since the early
1970's. Other forms of content analysis, such as paralinguistic analysis,
remain limited to experimental applications.

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Most versions of content analysis require verbal material, such as speeches,
transcripts of interviews, etc. Lasswell's value dictionary and other forms
of content analysis are applicable to the examination of policy actions.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

A variety of means, including interceptions of radio and television transmissions,
oublished sources, examination of the policy record of a given government, etc.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

Yes. The various coding schemes are designed for that purpose.

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

Depends on the specific version used.
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DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT. CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES
AND/OR TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

Varies widely depending on the specific form on content analysis in use. The "opera-
tional code" itself, for example, is a behaviorally-relevant trait, as are the values
identified through the application of value analysis. Paralinguistic analysis makes
attributions of the emotional and psychological state of the individual at the time
of the verbal presentation. Credibility and con~Tiency remains a problem for most
types of content analysis.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

Most forms of content analysis provide an interpretation of aspects of the subject's
world-view on a post hoc basis. Credibility and accuracy is open to interpretation,
depending on the appaeWt validity of the coding scheme used and the extent of the
material available for analysis.

IS THE TECHNIQUE SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

Several forms of content analysis have been successfully computerized.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

Most forms of content analysis require relatively little training for use. However,
they depend heavily on the ability of the coder to capture the nuances of foreign
languages when applied to foreign language content.

WILAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

'I) There are often limitations on the availability of sufficient material to
analyze (particularly oral material which can be subjected to paralinguistic
analysis).

,2) Classification of content is often subjective.

(3) Quantification is occasionally distorted by the replication of similar situations
which therefore result in repetitious content (i.e., public ceremonies often
result in repetitive "canned" speeches). This is a particularly serious prob-
lem in value analysis and thematic analysis, because certain situations (e.g.,
the opening of a new school, the welcoming of a new foreign ambassador) almost
always cause decision-makers to make reference to similar values and themes
(e.g., "education as key to future progress and development," and "peace and
friendship among all peoples," respectively).

(4) Significant problems exist in cross-cultural applications of content analysis,
due to the need for extremely accurate, culturally-relevant translation of
material. Paralinguistic content analysis also suffers from uncertain validity
and payoffs when applied to foreign cultures and languages.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES LONOWN TO BE USING IT?

The USICA, the State Department, and the Central Intelligence Agency are all known
to have applied various forms of content analysis to the examination of foreign
press, foreign decision-maker statements, etc. Additionally, the National Science
Foundation and DARPA have funded studies of the validity and potential application
of both operational codes and value analysis, including one such study included in
current ABI activities.
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NAMKE OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Remote Psychoanalytic Techniques

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS/CRITICS

Investigators include Barber, Beisel, Courtney, Ebel, Erikson, Freud and Bullitt,

Alexander and Juliette George, Lasswell, Leites, Mazlish, Pye, Rogow, and Tucker.

Critics include Greenstein, Mazlish, Touhy, Winter and Stewart.

CITES

The following are only representative of a fairly substantial literature: Lasswell
(1930) 'sywho Z=; .r ?y>v:id . George and George (1956) Woodrow wi-aon ad
CLore" &a. Erikson (1962) '-ing .man Zurher and (1969) . ndhi'a .n-:h. Rogow
(1963) J es rrsa.: A 3tu, F erscnZ P ica, and ?olicu. Freud and
Bullitt (1967) Thra3 Wodrow Wiiaon. Barber (1972) Zhe Pre8idertn a~l :7'raer.
MazIish (1973) in 3e2 .f on. Touhy (1974) "Psychology in Political Analysis,"
Courtney (1976) "Prime Ministerial Character: An Examination of Mackenzie King,"

S upnJou r'a f liriX£aZSci7ce. Beisel (1977) "Toward a Psychohistory of
Jimmwy Carter," and Ebel (1977) "But What Kind of Baby is Jimmy Carter?", in :he
Jur-.aZ Pfychohiaror. Esberry (1977) Praorani-a znd ?.4:ics: A Stud 1'
Wi:-an ::,on .Wckezie Xi,4. Winter and Stewart in Hermann (1977) .4 syc

ix. r i~n;f ?oiticaL Lea.ders.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Uses published sources to make inferences on the genesis of the dynamics of indivi-
dual political behavior through content analysis. This is usually done for a
specific political leader, but occasionally for "typical" leaders in a given national
culture (see, for example, Pye's work on Burma and Leites' work on French and Chinese
leadershio). Classification of data varies from categories of leadership style (e.g.,
Lasswell's leadership types and Barber's two-dimensional classification scheme) to
highly individualistic explanations of political behavior, including neurotic/com-
pulsive drives (e.g., Mazlish on Nixon).

Assumes that political behavior is a relatively superficial and transitory manifestation
of underlying character traits. Further assumes that statements and actions can be
found to indicate a pattern of psychological responses to stimuli, based on experi-
ences in childhood or early adulthood, and that it is possible to extrapolate from
the pattern to determine the key influences shaping later political behavior. Pays
special attention to defensive and adaptive mechanisms in determining behavior.

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

Primarily applied retroactively, as in psychohistory. Barber and Beisel attempted to
predict President Carter's performance in office with inconclusive and controversial
results. There is some evidence that a form of remote psychoanalytic technique was
applied to the prediction of Premier Khrushchev's probable responses to U.S. initia-
tives during the Cuban Missile Crisis; the evidence, however, is anecdotal in nature.

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Memoirs, speeches, published histories, verbatim accounts of meetings, and other
recorded verbal data.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

Usually open, published sources.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERIIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

No. Identical data can be interpreted very differently by different coders and
analysts (see, for example, the Courtney/Esberry controversy on Mackenzie King).

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

No. Data collection must be extremely thorough and carefully analyzed to ensure
accurate results. In many cases--i.e., Soviet, Chinese, and Third World leaders--
necessary data does not exist or has been doctored by the local censorship process.
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DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES AND/OR
TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

Some applications have provided credible attrioutions of politically-relevant character
traits, especially leadership style, but only on a retroactive basis.

DOES TdE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

Difficult to determine. Critics of the technique, such as Maslish and Touhy, doubt

that the techniques of remote psychoanalysis can predict anything.

IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMiPUTERIZATION?

No. The results of the application of the technique may be susceptible to computeriza-
tion (i.e., Barner and/or Lasswell classification schemes could conceivably be
incorporated into the AIA process in the development of goal trees.)

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

Yes.

,THAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

)I) Very high resource investment yields relatively low credibility.

(2) Danger of reductionism: relegating conscious human thought and decision-making
to a secondary plane.

(3) Multiplicity of theories serving as a basis for encoding of data.

(4) Lack of adequate sources for most subjects of interest (Mr. X's).

(5) Research design is essentially retrodictive: starts from a given event and
seeks to explain its origin and meaning.

(6) The "general" classification schemes (e.g., Barber and Lasswell) used in some
forms of remote psychoanalytic techniques may not be applicable to all cultures;
e.g., Barber's model has been criticized for being inapplicable outside the 20th
century United States.

(7) Many psychoanalysts argue that the construction of an individual's basic psycho-
logical model without direct subject observation is contrary to the basic prin-
ciples of psychoanalytic practice.

ARE THERE ALNY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES KNOWN TO BE USING IT?

The Central Intelligence Agency appears to have applied the technique in assessing
the more volatile (i.e., psychoneurotic) political leaders of interest. The FBI
has created profiles of terrorists and hijackers, based on a combination of remote
and direct psychoanalytic techniques, that are used by the CIA and by law enforce-
ment agencies in addition to the FBI. DoD has made use of some forms of remote
psychoanalytic technique, including much of Leites' early work, in support of
PsyOps and Civil Affairs.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORIALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Cognitive Mapping

CITES

Holsti (1976) "Cognitive Process Approaches to Decision-Making: Foreign Policy
Actors Viewed Psychologically," aecahmc 3 nahioraL es5c iar; Ntsbett and Temoshok
(1976) "Is There An External Cognitive Style." Josro al o," P.rsonlivy --d 3ocia
PsychcZog. Hart (1977) "Cognitive Raps of Three Latin American Policy Makers,"
Wc Zd PZlitica. Suedfeld and Rank (1976) "Revolutionary Leaders: Long-Term Success
As A Function of Changes in Conceptual Complexity," Joumml of PereonaZiry nd
Social Psyc;hoZ.V. Kosslyn et al (1974) "Cognitive Maps in Children and Men,"
,hiLd DeveZoptne.. Schneider (1979) "Conservatism and Cognitive Complexity,"I ?Psycholoe-cal .Reporta.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Through content analysis and psychological testing (where possible), the researcher
attempts to structure the belief system, perceptions, and behavioral predispositions
of the subject in the form of a "map" of the subject's cognitive processes. Ideally,
this effort should take into consideration psychological predispositions to various
types of action, in addition to predispositions relative to strictly political or
military situations. Because the development of a complete cognitive "map" requires
substantial effort, most recent studies have focused on the narrower issue of
"cognitive complexity," i.e., the degree to which beliefs, perceptions, and
behavioral predispositions are structured through stereotypes rather than through
acceptance of reality in its full complexity. Thus, the simplistic identification
of apparent stereotypes affecting decision-making has also been termed "cognitive
mapping."

Major theoretical assumptions include the belief that individuals' actions are
guided by a relatively stable, consistent world view.

HOW HAS THE TEC10IQUE BEEN APPLIED?

The technique has been applied recently primarily to identify the generic cognitive
maps associated with particular ideologies (i.e., revolutionary socialism,
conservatism) and with the retention of power by revolutionary leaders (see Suedfeld
and Rank).

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Psychologically-oriented surveys, where possible. If not possible, speeches, memoirs,
and other sources capable of being subjected to content analysis.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

Either through the subject volunteering the information or through the use of content
analysis of published sources.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

No. Data can be coded differently by different investigators, depending on their
interests and their conception of what is "important" to include in a cognitive map.

IS THE DATA ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

Yes, when psychological questionnaires are used. No when content analysis is used.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES
AND/OR TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

The technique produces attribution of "key" behaviorally-relevant and policy-relevant
psychological traits, with varying degrees of credibility and consistency.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

The technique is designed to provide inferences of perceptions and, Indirectly, of
capabilities. The credility and accuracy of the technique is highly dependent on
the sources of data used, the biases of the researcher/coder, and the depth of
analysis attempted.
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IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

No.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE E.TENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

Moderate. Prior expert knowledge with the subject is probably more useful to the
application of this technique than formal training.

WHAT METHO.OOLOG.CAL ')R RESEARCH PROBLEMS AVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

Although the concept of cognitive mapping has been used in psychology for almost a
decade, its applications to political decision-making is still relatively new.
Further, because the methodology itself has not yet been well-defined and is still an
eclectric collection of techniques, substantive criticism of the methodology has not
emerged significantly at this time.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES KNOWN TO BE USING IT?

There are indications that the Central Intelligence Agency and the State Department
have experimented with the use of the methodology, either directly or through funding
contract research.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Survey data-based techniques (,Other than standardized tests)

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

A detailed summary discussion of the application of survey data to
behaviorally-relevant data-gathering would itself require a separate
report, since the survey has been a dominant technique/methodology
in the social sciences for several decades. Almond and Verba (1968)
The Civic Culture and Frey (1970) "Cross Cultural Research in Political
Science" provide detailed discussion of the methodological and procedural
problems and obstacles encountered in conducting surveys outside
the United States. Within the ABI context, it should be noted that
(1) surveys of foreign populations--including elite populations--are
very costly in resource expenditure; and (2) because the respondent
is aware that the researcher is conducting a survey, survey responses
can be viewed as of questionable validity, particularly when the
responde-t is a foreign decision-maker interested in projecting a
specific image at a given point in time.

7
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Standarized tests

CITES

Tosi and Hoffman (1972) "A Factor Analysis of the Personal Orientation Survey,"
Journal of RWnaw Psyaczh y. Bruch (1977) "Psychological Screening Investory
As Predictor of College Student Adjustment," TounaL of :osauZtizig ad
Clinical Psychology. Eysenck (1977) "A Comparative Study of Personality in
Nigerian and English Subjects," JouraZ of Social Psychoogy. The list of
possible citations is nearly as long as the list of standarized psychological
tests that have been developed.

DESCRLTICNX OF T a(= (including mjor tbeoretical msuzptions)

Researchers design verbal tests which allegedly isolate the presence/absence
of specific psychological perceptions, attitudes, mechanisms, and capabilities
in the individual who submits to the test. Examples of such tests in wide
spread use include the PAT (Personality Assessment Test), the soft skill tests
developed for specific occupations, the Eysenck Personality Inventory, The
California Psychological Inventory, the Army Alpha Examination (for intelligence),
the Psychological Screening Inventory, the Maudsley Personality Inventory, The
Orientation and Motivation Inventory, the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking,
and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality .Inventory (used for clinical purposes
only). Each test is designed to examine a different set of traits and/or states,
perceptions, and capabilities; each operate under a somewhat different set of
theoretical assumptions. The basic assumption in all such tests, however, is
that the respondent, by frankly and openly answering the test inquiries, will
reveal discrete aspects of the personality, etc.

HOW HAS TH TBlI=lE BEE APPLIED?

Most research conducted in the use of standardized tests has been to determine
the validity and reliability of the tests for measuring the desired aspect of
the individual's personality. Results have varied widely, depending on the
specific test examined and on whether the author of the test in question was
conducting the research.

WHA KINM OF DATA DOSIT USE?

Test scores and verbal responses to standarized questions.

HOW IS H DATA CUWNED?

Through the subject's cooperation

DOE MlE TNIU PERMIT SYh'IDITIC AND RD..IAE 01OI1 OF DATA?

Yes.

IS THE DATA-D;ODIN PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICTI?

Varies depending on the nature of the test.

SD TECNIQUE PROVII)E OSIm" , CISEE AT? J7MMCl CF STAES
AND/(3 TRfLr= WHAT KID?

Varies depending on the nature of the test

DOW 'ITE MT PUVNE ACCURATE, CREDIXZ WIMWC OF WMfr NS,
PERCEPTION, OR CAPABnxrr

Varies depending on the specific test under consideration. Virtually all
standarized tests have been criticized for failure to consider cultural
variation in responses; the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinkinq aopear to
be the most successful in defending the claim to cross-cultural application.
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IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

Yes, depending on the nature of the responses called for in the test Instrument.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

No.

WHAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

See above.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES KNOWN TO BE USING IT?

Virtually all government agencies use some form of standardized tests for
specialized personnel functions; the CIA, for example, administers the PAT
to all applicants for professional positions while the State Department
administers soft skill tests to Foreign Service applicants.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORAILLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/ METHODOLOGY

Elite Conmonality Analysis

CITES

Mills (1956) The ?owr Ei.e. Russett (1974) "Political Perspectives of U.S.
Military and Business Elites," Armed Forces and Society. Barton (1974) "Consensus
and-Conflict Among American Leaders," public opinion Quarterly. Gehlen and McBride
(1968) "The Soviet Cnetral Comittee: An Elite Analysis," America Politi4=Z

Science Review. Armstrong (1959) -he Soviet Bureaatic Elite: A Ca Study of
the Ukrainian Apparaua. Clboski (1974) "Ambition Theory and Candidate Members of
the Soviet Poliburo," journal of politica. Robinson and Bell (1978) "Attitudes
Toward Political Independence After 12 Years of Nationhood," Bririah ournaZ of
Sooioogy. Gurevitch (1978) "Who Knows Whom? Acquaintanceship and Contacts in the
Israeli National Elite," Huma lations. Bers (1978) "Local Political Elites: Men
and Women on Boards of Education," western ?oZiical quarterly. This is an extremely
popular methodology among political soclologlsts, with dozens of additional cites.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Uses a wide variety of technlques--questionnaires, biographic data, surveys, interviews--
to identify psychological and biographical relationships within the political and/or
other social elites of a given society. Characteristic of the technique is the use
of surveys and interviews to identify interlocking networks of acquiantanceships and
contacts within a local or national elite hierarchy (e.g., Mills, Robinson and Bell.
Gurevitch), which often identifies through factor analysis cohesive groups within
the elite group.

The technique assumes that elite commonalities and intra-elite splits have relevance
for the policy-making process, or for predicting the future membership of political
elite groupings.

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

See description of the technique (above). In particular, Krelinology can be cited
as the best-known application of the technique/methodology.

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

See description of the technique (above). In particular, Krelinology can be cited

as the best-known application of the technique/methodology.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

Either? through subject cooperation or through analysis of published sources.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

Yes.

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

Depending on the data source, it can be.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES
AND/OR TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

Yes, in terms of commonalities and differences within an elite grouping.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

Yes, in terms of the capability of an individual or group of individuals to be accepted
by the existing elite at present or in the future. Certain forms of elite conmonality
analysis, such as those which attempt to isolate a connon elite political culture or
represent applications of ambition theory, can be used to infer specific intentions
and/or perception% of individuals on a probabilistic basis.
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IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

Yes.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

No.

WHAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

(1) Elite membership is often affected by severe discontinuities (e.g., Iran
between 1978 and 1980; the U.S. cabinet between 1975 and 1977, etc.) Therefore,
the technique is limited in capability.

(2) Biographical data on elite subjects is not always available (i.e.. the

Ethiopian DQVg does not list its members' names).

(3) Danger of assuming that group consensus, shared biographical characteristics,

etc., necessarily lead to similar behavior among the elite membership.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES KNOWN TO BE USING IT?

Various agencies have sponsored research in this technique, especially for the Soviet
decision-making elite, but with few exceptions the results of this research have not
been widely disseminated on an unclassified basis.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Quantitative Analyses of Secondary Biographic Sources

CITES

Bass and Farrow (1977) "Quantitative Analyses of Biographies of Political Figures,"
JournaL of PsychoZo'.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Major theoretical assumption is that serious political biography, based on rigorous
study of letters, interviews, memoirs, etc., can provide valuable insights througn
quantitative analysis of various character traits exhibited by the political figure
under study. The technique is relatively simple: researchers examine reputable
political biographies based on original sources for discussion of the subject's
psychological and political traits. The coders then place the subject's traits on
a Likert scale--the work of several coders is then averaged for each Likert scale
position. The result is a composite view of the subject's characteristics, based
on recorded expert opinion.

The technique presumes that political biography is, in the words of James Barber,
capable of providing the "general thrust" of the subject's attitudes and behavior in
relation to various stimuli. It further presumes that there is some advantage in
basing knowledge of the subject on several alternative sources of expertise rather
than a single, "authoritative" source.

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

It has been applied to test three hypotheses: (1) Are there significant differences
in the attitude of U.S. Presidents toward political bargaining? (2) Are there sig-
nificant differences in the level of Presidential policy-making activity under "nor-
mal" circumstances between different personality types? (3) Are there significant
differences in the relations between political leaders and subordinates in foreign
governments?

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Biographies of political leaders and other major figures who have attracted the in-
terest of biographers. Could be adapted to use oral debriefings.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

Published sou:-ces; library search.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

Bass and Farrow claim both systematic and internally reliable encoding of data.

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

No. The entire set of secondary sources must be read in entirety by at least two--
and preferably more--coders.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES
AND/OR TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

Yes, according to Bass and Farrow. At least, it serves as a suamary of expert
attribution of the significant traits of major leaders. It cannot provide infor-
mation on the current behaviorally-relevant state of a subject.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

No. The use of the technique--if valid--provides background information for such

inferences.

IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

No.
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DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

No, according to Bass and Farrow.

,HAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

The technique is too recently-developed for criticism to identify methodological
and research problems. Clearly, however, the availability of serious biographies
based on rigorous examination of historical sources is questionable for most
living and active political leaders.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES KNOWN TO BE USING IT?

No.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Long-Range Forecasting Techniques

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

Long-range forecastng techniques, including scenario construction,
linear projection of existing trends, decision-based alternative
future design, etc., have been in existence for over 25 years. Validity,
accuracy, consistency, and reliability vary widely, depending on which
of the several techniques is used and who is using it. Such techniques
are not viewed as central to the first phase development of ABI;
it is suggested that later phases of ABI research may investigate such
techniques in detail to determine the practicality of coordination with
ABI components.

II
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECMNIQUE/ METHODOLOGY

Graphology (Handwriting analysis)

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS/CRITICS

Investigators include Bunker, Crumrbaugh, Secord, Stockholm, Zdep and Weaver, and
several European scholars.

Critics include Vine and Vestewig.

CITES

P.F. Secord (1949) "Studies of the relationship of handwriting to personality,"
Journal of PeraonaLi:y. M.N. Bunker (1959) Hand~witing Anaysi8: The Art nd
Scence of Reading Vlracer 5y Cr hpoaalzysis. Zdep and Weaver (1967) "The
Graphoanalytic Approach to Selecting Life Insurance Salesmen," Jour.a :f Arp.
Psycho o. I. line (1974) "Stereotypes in the Judgment of Personality from
Handwriting," Jna".i -f SociaL and Iinical ?sachoLog-. R.F. Vestewig et al.
(1976) "Validity and Student Acceptance of a Graphoanalytic Approach to Person-
ality Assessment," and J.C. Crumbaugh (1976) "Reply to Vestewig," jourrZ :a f
Personai-,y Assessment. J.C. Crumbaugh (1977) "Validation of Graphoanalysis by
Global or Holistic Methods," -ercert'aL nd M .or Ski:Zs.

DESCRIP'TION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Uses different forms of coding, of which the most popular form today is Bunker's
Graphoanalysis, to generalize on the personality of the subject, based on charac-
teristics of the subject's handwriting. Recent studies in Europe also use pres-
sure sensitive paper to record pressure of writing as a means of determining the
relative aggressiveness of the subject.

Theoretical assum)tions include: (1) handwriting style reveals psychological
characteristics unconsciously expressed in the writer's self-image as indicated
by handwriting; and (2) relatively consistent, theoretically universal personality
types (or stereotypes) display similar handwriting traits.

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

Primarily applied to general personality assessment, e.g., personalities charac-
terized by specific handwriting characteristics are presumed to perform well as
insurance salesmen. Relatively strong stylus pressure is associated with evi-
dence of relatively high aggressive tendencies.

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Handwriting samples, preferably a standard sample preselected by the coder. In
some cases, pressure sensitive sheets are required. In popular--i.e., nonsci-
entific--uses, a signature is deemed as sufficient. A facsimile signature can
be used (e.g., that obtained through a signature machine) in theory.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

In controlled experiments, it is obtained through voluntary sample submitted by
the test subject. In uncontrolled uses, it is obtained through open sources.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

Yes. There is relatively high inter-coder validity and reliability.

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

Yes. Apparently the handwriting characteristics associated with various per-
sonality types recur frequently within a relatively small sample of the subject's
handwriting.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES
AND/OR TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

No. The technique has been found to be poor at eliciting information on specific
traits and it assumes that handwriting characteristics remain constant, regardless
of psychological state. Instead, it offers attribution of stereotypical personalities
outlined in the Bunker book, with low theoretical and empirical validity. The
stereotypes used have no basis in contemporary psychological theory of personality.
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DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS.
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

Zdep and Weaver and other proponents argue that it does provide credible inferences
of "soft skill" capabilities associated with various personality types.

IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

Perhaps. A machine has been demonstrated which allegedly performs graphoanalysis
based on a signature sample, but no scholarly studies have been found which
validate the results.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

Gross personality assessments can be made with little training. More detailed
assessments require some expertise.

WHAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLE31S HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

(1) It is unclear how a technique which cannot reliably reveal specific traits
can indicate general personality types.

(2) Culturally-biased (e.g., assumes individualistic handwriting development in
languages using the Latin alphabet--no known study has been performed using
Cyrillic or other "exotic" alphabets.

(3) Stereotypes used in Graphoanalysis are based on "pop" psychology of the late
1950's rather than modern psychological theory.

(4) There is extensive controversy over accuracy of the technique and some claims
of low subject acceptance of results.

(5) The self-image revealed in handwriting is often a conscious effort, therefore
the validity for identifying "hidden traits" is doubtful.

(6) It has been noted that subjects who volunteer samples are usually believers
in the technique.

(7) Questionable as to whether handwriting samples from "Mr. X's" can be obtained.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES Y-NOWN TO BE USING IT?

One government agency is known to have experimented with the technique, using
Latin alphabet matarials, %ith inconclusive results. It may b. us-0 hy local
government personnel offices in some areas.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

PSE

CITES

Wiegele (1978), "The Psychophysiology of Elite Stress in Five International Crises,"
:nirrario Z Studias Qurary 22(4); Horvath (1978), "An Experimental Comparison
of the PSE and the Galvanic Skin Response in Detection of Deception," J of A-plied
Psych. 63(3); Wiggins et al. (1975) JournaL of .Vervoua and .'ena Diaae 16u(6);
Wiegele (1980), "Remote Psychophysiological Assessment of Elites During International
Crises," FinaZ Report prepared for =TD, DARPA

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

PSE is a device which produces patterns of muscularly-determined patterns for spoken
words on a heat-sensitive strip from tape-recorded or videotaped speech. Certain
variations in the pattern are believed to be associated with stress and/or deception.
Wiegele has analyzed the voice patterns of American Presidents to identify stress
points in their speeches. The overall percentage of high stress words in an oral
document is used to indicate the general state of psychophysiological arousal In the
subject at that point in time. Other reasearchers have used the PSE to identify the
specific words which appear to exhibit high stress; supposedly these words are indi-
cations of intense psychological reaction to the word use or (perhaps) deception
attenots involving the word.

The major theoretical assumption is that the PSE does what it claims to do; namely,
it provides an indication of stress (or deception) associated with certain words.

In some of the research on PSE there are also significant assumptions as to the

causes and intensity of the indicated stress.

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

To determine suitability of technique as a replacement for the Galvanic Skin REsponse
"lie detector" test.

To determine the degree of stress associated with certain themes in Presidential speeches
and infer the implications of this stress.

To determine the themes associated with stress in interviews with psychotic individuals.

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Oral documents or statements, either "live" or recorded.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

Tie-in between microphone and/or tape and the PSE device, followed by careful examina-
tion of the heat sensitive strip producing the charted variations in word pattern.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

Apparently.

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

Not at present; the operation of transposing specific words onto the heat sensitive
strip and analyzing the result is, to quote Wiegele, "a long, tedious, and
laborious process."

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES
AND/OR TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

Credibility may be a problem. Horvath's work indicates that PSE does not perform
better than random chance in determining deception. Wiggins et al. felt assured
that the PSE does, in fact, test for the presence of some form of stress affecting
the vocal muscles.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

No. In the 1978 article, Wiegele noted, for example, a serious disagreement on
the interpretation of the presence of stress in one of Johnson's speeches. Serious
questions have also been raised reference inferences in Wiegele (1980).
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IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

Perhaps

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

Yes

WHAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

(1) Better certainly that PSE does, in fact, test for the presence of stress.

(2) No consensus as to what the presence of stress means in terms of perceptions,
intentions, etc. Wiegele presumes it is related to the perception of an
International crisis, but this is a postulate rather than a fact.

(3) Definite need for more efficient decoding of data.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES KNOWN TO BE USING IT?

DARPA has helped to fund Wiegel's activities. The PSE itself was derived from
research conducted at DIA, although it appears that DIA has not proceeded with
its applications.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Eye Movement/Gaze Analysis

CITES

Argle and Graham (1976), "The Central Europe Experiment: Looking at Persons and
Looking at Objects," Envronmvenra ? /ychoogy and Vonverb l Behaior; Natale
(1977), "Induction of Mood States and Their Effect on Gaze Behavior," rournaZ
of Conaulting ad CZinioa ?asyohoLogy; Schulz and Barefoot (1977), "Anxiety,
Interpersonal responses, nonverbal behavior and affiliative conflict theory,"
JournaL of CorsuZting and CZinicaZ PsyooLoogy; Bellinger and Kaufmann (1977)
Perception kFrench)

This is an area of extensive research interest among psychologists, made possible
by increasingly accurate and less difficult methods of measurenent and monitoring
Approximately 25 cites per year in Paychological Ahatra -c 5ince 1975.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Still in essentially experimental stage, determining relationships between gaze
and various psychological and cognitive states. The assumption is that variation
in gaze length, gaze direction, blinks, gaze shifts, etc. are not random but are
associated with various environmental and psychological (also psychophysiological)
factors.

Essentially, the methodology varies, depending on what aspects of eye movement is
under investigation. Best results obtained from minute eye movement; less satisfactory
results obtained from gross eye movement due to distraction, attention span, etc.

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

'There is a relationship between eye contact/gaze length and mood (elated, depressed,
neutral) states.

There is a relationship between eye movement and information processing.

There is a relationship between gaze length and duration and anxiety, characterized
by approach/avoidance syndrome (inconclusive results).

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Monitored gaze direction, duration, eye contact sought, blinks, shifts in direction,
shifts in focusing, pupil contraction/expansion.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

Gross measurement via videotape and/or participant observation.

Minute measurement via specially constructed apparatus requiring head constraints and
four-eight calibration points.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

Yes (high interjudge rellaibility and validity, except for participant observation).

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

Yes

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES
AND/OR TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

No. Most studies indicate that personality is an intervening variable. Background
(distracting objects, etc.) are indicated as an intervening variable. Status and
traits attributed from the technique include: anxiety, tension (induced by subject
of discussion), affiliative response, information processing, interest, mood, etc.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

Yes, to a limited degree: attention span, awareness, ability to follow complex
visual and motor tasks.
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IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

Yes.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

Training and equipment handling rather than analytical training.

WHAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

(1) Too many unknown effects of intervening variables, including background, inter-
personal reactions with experimenters, personality, interest in topic,
distance from desired focus of gaze.

(2) For minute. accurate responses, cumbersome headgear and monitoring devices are
required (this is gradually improving).

(3) Unclear whether micromovements are due to physiological, psychological, or
psychophysiological activity.

(4) Measurement of gross eye movements is not resource efficient and is difficult
to interpret.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES KNOWN TO BE USING IT?

Yes, several Defense agencies have sponsored research in the field. Eye movement
measurement is currently used for development of display panels, instrument panels,
and task ability assessment in the defense fields.

Major Government applications appear concentrated in Air Force, NASA, and FAA research;
some activities sponsored by Department of Transportation.

LL
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Psychoanalytic techniques

CITES

Messner (1977) "Psychiatric Observations of State and Local Politicians," Anerican
JournaL of Psychology. Rogow (1963) Jnes ForrearaZ: A Study of Personality, Poti-
cics, -id Policy and (1971) "Some Psychiatric Aspects of Political Science and Poli-
tical Life," 4n Abcarian and Soule (ed.) Sociczl Psychology and Political Beh vior.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Essentially the same as remote psychoanalytic techniques (q.v.), except that direct
observation is made of the subject and the psychiatrist/researcher is able to -direct
the psychoanalytic process to focus on areas of interest. Direct observation also
enables the researcher to note paralinguistic and behavioral characteristics in the
subject, viewed as extremely important for accurate psychoanalytic analysis.

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN USED?

The technique is generally used in specialized personnel operations to determine such
characteristics as susceptibility to stress, the presence of debilitating psychological
conditions, the psychological prognosis of the individual, etc. The tecnnique has
also been used to determine the psychiatric sources of policy behavior and political
ambition among American political leaders.

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Verbal and behavioral cues of discrete psychological processes revealed by the subject
during psychoanalysis.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

Direct observation by trained psychoanalyst.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

Not necessarily, although psychoanalysts who share similar training and belong to
the same "school" of psychoanalytic thought will tend to report similar observations
on the same patient.

7S THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

Yes--discounting the fact that trained psychoanalysts are relatively expensive
personnel resources. A psychoanalytic session designed to reveal general psycho-
logical traits and states is approximately 90 minutes in duration; thorough evalua-
tive psychoanalysis may require several such sessions.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES
AND/OR TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

Yes, depending on the length of evaluative sessions and their frequency. After
several such sessions, psychoanalysts believe that they can usually provide credible
attributions of psychological state and/or general behaviorally-relevant psychological
traits. The ability of psychoanalysis to reveal the origins of states and traits is
more questionable.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

Yes, in terms of general or probabilistic inferences of intentions, etc. For example,
psychoanalysis can reveal that an individual is a likely candidate for a suicide at-
tempt or for paranoid reactions to a perceived event, but can credibly determine that
the subject will definitely attempt suicide or exhibit paranoid reactions.

IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

No.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

Yes.
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WHAT ETXHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

(1) Danger of reductionism: relegating conscious human thought and decision-making
to a secondary plane.

(Z) Multiplicity of theories serving as a basis for encoding of data.

(3) Most subjects of interest are unwilling to submit to such examination.

(4) The ethical code of most psychoanalysts prevent release of information revealed
through psychoanalysis to the Federal Government, except under extraordinary
conditions (i.e., competency hearings, etc.).

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES KNOWN TO BE USING IT?

Nearly all of the national security agencies make use of psychoanalysis for evaluation

of personnel in highly sensitive or extremely responsible positions. It is not known
whether any agency has made use of psychoanalytic techniques for the study of foreign
decision-makers.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

EEG monitoring

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

The monitoring of brain waves via electroencephlograph has progressed
significantly during the past few years, with the application of com-
puter technology to the measurement of minute variations in wave pat-
terns. DARPA, the Office of Naval Research, and the Central Intelli-
gence Agency have all recently sponsored research in this field,
including the activities at the University of Florida and the Univer-
sity of Illinois. Research into the relationship between evoked
brain potentials and psychologically-related behavior is still in
its infancy; Professor Donchin of the University of Illinois re-
cently commented that his activities did not include an examination
of individual variation in evoked brain responses. Further, opera-
tional applications of such advanced research must take into con-
sideration the fact that EEG measurement is still not possible
without direct, cumbersome links to the individual subject. Experi-
mental use of equipment designed to measure magnetic fluctuations
rather than the electrical wave patterns themselves suggest that
remote monitoring of brain waves may be possible before the end of
the century.

Current research in progress concerning the application of EEG to
nonverbal behavior research suggests that experimental applications
of the EEG to ABI-related research may be currently feasible.

i
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQ'1/U.ETHODOLCV

EKG

CITES

Baskin (1978) "Scientific Assessment of the Accuracy of Detection of
Deception," Psychophysio~og.. Hare, Frazelle. and Cox (1978) "Psycho-
pathy and Physiological Responses to Threat of an Averse Stimulus,"
PsychophyioZogy. Chisholm et al. (1977) "Effects of Alpha Feedback Training
on Occipital EEG, Heart Rate, and Experimental Reactivity to a Laboratory
Stressor," Pucphaiooog. Weldner and Matthews (1977) "Reported Physical
Symptoms Elicited by Unpredictable Events," Personality and Social PsychoZogy.
Cacloppo (1979) "Effects of Exogenous Changes in Heart Rate on Facilitation
of Thought and Resistance to Persuasion," wozarnc of Perso fLiay and Social
Psy'cho Logy.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Direct, electrical measurement of wave patterns produced by heart activity.

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

In most research, such as stress-related investigations, heart rate is used
as the dependent variable. In conjunction with Galvanic Skin Response,
blood pressure, and respiration rate, the EKG has been applied to the
detection of deception, under the assumption that deception invokes in-
creased stress levels which, in turn, invoke changes in these ohysiological
measures. However, recent research in the control of heart rate has caused
investigators to question the validity of these measures, either as stress
indicators or as indicators of probable attempts at deception. At the same,
the ability to control heart activity has led to new experimental research
in which heart rate, as measured by the EKG, is the independent variable
and some psychological characteristic--reaction to stressful events or
resistance/lack of resistance to persuasion--is the dependent variable.

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Electrical variation induced by the placement of recording instruments
in key positions on the subject's body.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

Through direct links between the subject and the measuring device.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

Yes.

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

Yes, other than resources required for obtaining the equipment.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF
STATES AND/OR TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

It provides consistent, credible attribution of the state of the subject's
cardiovascular system, including heart activity. Since the discovery that
heart rate can be controlled, to some extent, through drugs or through
specialized training, it has become increasingly doubtful that the technique
can provide consistent, credible attributions of psychophysiological state.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

It can indicate that an Individual is physically incapable of certain types
of physical exertion.

IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

Yes.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

The operation of the EKG recording device does not require extensive training.
It is debatable whether accurate interpretation of the EKG requires more than
moderate training.
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WHAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

(1) It requires the cooperation of the subject, and elaborate physical preparation
of the subject.

(2) Research using EKG has not had a focus directly relevant to the ABI project
until recently, so that much experimental work of interest is still in progress

or has not achieved a significant stage of empirically-valid findings.

(3) The question of whether the EKG and other forms of heart activity measurement
can be "fooled" by conscious control of heart rate by the subject remains con-
troversial. In any event, it has definitely been established that ingestion
of certain drugs, such as digitalis, can be used to confuse indications of
psychophysiological stress measured by the EKG.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES UNOWN TO BE USING IT?

The EKG is widely-used for personnel and medical purposes throughout the Federal
government. Experimentation involving the use of the EKG for psychophysiological
research has been sponsored by the Air Force, the Navy, NASA, and the National
Institutes of Health.
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NAME OF BERAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Biochemical analysis

CITES

Jaros (1972) "Biochemical desocializaton: Depressants and Political Behavior,"
Mid.wat Journal of PoliticaL S ience; Ellis (1976), "The Biological Basis of
Human Irrationality," Journal of Individual PaychoLogy; Lidberg (1978) "Measure-
ment of Adrenaline and Noradrenaline in Urine Samples," Psychoaewitic Madicine;
Stevens, Cropley, and Blattler (1975) "Intellect and Serum Uric Acid: An Optimal
Concentration of Serum Urate for Human Learning?" Social Biology; NASA studies;
Additional cites are extremely numerous.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Samples of blood, lymphatic fluid, urine, and exretia are subjected to minute blo-
chemical analysis to determine variations from a baseline. These, in turn, are
associated with controlled changes in behavior and/or task performance. Primary
subjects examined are the presence/absence of hormones and/or acids in blood and
other fluids; presence/absence of trace chemicals in stools; presence/absence of
electrolytes in fluids; presence/absence of inert or foreign material (e.g.,
cholesterol, alcohol) in blood. Of these, the presence/absence of hormones may
be most important for behavioral research, since hormanal activity is stimulated
by various emotional states. Other biochemical analyses tend to treat the
variation from the biological norm as the independent variable and behavior as
the dependent behavior, e.g., lowered attention span and tendency to fainting among
astronauts with deviant electrolyte count in blood samples due to weightlessness.

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

Impact of changed biochemical state on behavior.

Impact of behavior on nature and level of hormanal activity.

Impact of ingestion of various drugs (e.g., alcohol, medication) on biochemical
activity and cognitive processes, emotional state.

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Samples of blood, body fluids, urine, and excretia.

HOW IS TE DATA OBTAINED?

Primarily hypodermic samples; excretia collection in special containers.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

Yes.

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

Yes, for some biochemical processes. Advanced serum analysis and urine analysis,
offering study of a large variety of potential anamolles simultaneously, involve
use of expensive equipment and/or intensive labor and relatively large amounts of
samples.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES
AND/OR TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

Yes. Orunkeness, physical illness, certain types of psychophysiological arousal.
For determining more complex states (e.g., anger, excitement, boredom), personality
variables appear to intervene and prevent easy attribution.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

Yes, in terms of physical capabilities (e.g., astronauts with abnormally low
electrolytes fall down a lot; drunken personnel cannot concentrate, etc.) Examin-
ation of past behavior coorelated with physiological impairment to determine probable
future behavior at x level of physiological impairment.
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IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERZZATION?

Yes. Computerized simulation of biochemical/psychophysiological interactions
have been developed.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

Yes.

WHAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

(1) Impact of intervening variables (e.g., environment, personality) affect
results. Biochemical changes are not unicausal in most cases.

(2) Direct sampling (data-collection) is readily apparent and often painful.

(3) Indirect sampling is affected by environmental variables (e.g., water
impurities distort results of excretia analysis). Microbiological methods to
overcome this problem are very costly.

(4) Lack of communication between social and medical scientists contribute to a
research emphasis on biological change rather than behavioral effects and/or
causation.

(5) Problem of obtaining individual baseline.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES KNOWN TO BE USING IT?

Yes. Police departments use urinanalysis for indications of drug use/alcoholism.
Coroners use more detailed analysis for determining causes of death. The CIA is
believed to have used excretta and urinanalysis for intelligence analysis. NASA
uses a full range of biochemical analyses, but tends to treat behavior effects as
a side issue.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORIALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Pulse rate measurement

CITES

Vassileva, Melamed, and Minkova (1975) "Variability in the Emotional Reactions of
Aviators Before Flight," Agreaeologie (USSR). Rickles et al. (1977), "A
Psycophysiologic Study of Autonomous Nervous System Response Patterns in
Migraine Patients and Their Headache-free Friends," Hea ache. Erikson (1978)
"Pulse Echo Ultrasonic Transducer Standardization and Quality," Americ o rnaZ
of Roentenot o. Yurevits and Yansune (1978) Effect of idviduaL Tumn
Charaotemti on Phyaiological Reactions and Work Effectivenaa.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Heart action is measured indirectly through the careful quantitative measurement of
changes in pulse rate and magnitude, and is associated scientifically with changes
in psychophysiological stimuli or condition. Pulse rate and magnitute can be
measured either directly or through remote means (i.e., "squiggle chair" or pulse
echo ultrasonic transducer).

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

Measurement of emotional response associated with specific high-stress tasks;
measurement of the impact of various stimuli on heart rate. At present, the
physiological change is virtually always the dependent variable.

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Human cardiovascular pulse.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

See above.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

Yes, although it tends to be less accurate than the EKG.

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

Yes.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES
AND?OR TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

Yes, in terms of the physiological change in heart activity. Indirectly, this can
be used to attribute the presence/absence of stress, emotional excitement, etc.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

No.

IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

Yes

DOES THE TECH(NIQUE REQUIRE EXENSIVE TRAINING FMR USE?

NO

WHAT M ETR ODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

Current use of pulse rate measurement does not have a focus that would contribute
directly to the ABI project.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES KNOWN TO 3E USING IT?

It is no longer extensively used in the United States for research purposes, having
been generally replaced by the more accurate EKG. 't is apparently used more
extensively in Europe and the USSR, for reasons which are not clear in the literature.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Biological temperature measurement

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

Measurement of human biological temperature has greatly advanced
in accuracy and convenience during the last decade. The use of
electronic sensors and infrared-sensitive cameras permit rapid,
remote measurement of relatively small changes in biological
temperature. At the same time, conversations with research
directors at NASA and NIH suggest that minute changes in bio-
logical temperature, under experimental conditions, have been
successfully linked to changes in emotional state and stress
impacts, in addition to purely physiological changes. However,
the operational application of biological temperature measurement
to data-gathering relevant to ABI requires further study before
its advantages and disadvantages can be accurately assessed.

IL
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECINIIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Genetic Analysis (Biopolitics)

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS/CRITICS

Investigators include Baragh, Corning, Davis, Ellis, Gottesman, Hamilton, Harburg,
Laborit, Sahlins Somit, Van den Bergne, White, and Wilson.

Critics include Boulding, Greenstein, McBurnett and LaPointe, Sahins.

CITES

Davis (1963) .quan vature in Poli:ics and (1969) "The P c CbiIogy of ?i i7ica

3e3h.tior: Some .Paacac ive :evecninen=s," Annual Meetinq of the Western Political
Science Association; Gottesman (1963) "Heritability of Personality: A Demonstration,"
and (1966) "Genetic Variance in Adaptive Personality Traits," Tcur a. f Vhi
Psycholog and (1977) "Genetic Influences on the Organization and Development of
Personality," Sevelormenrall ?sycoqy; Hamilton (1964) "The Genetical Evolution
of Social Behavior," journ=Z 'f :heoreica1 3io.ocd; Somit (1968) "Toward a More
Biologically-Oriented Political Science," ,%fidea-, ;-,-na o f FoZicioaL Science;
Harburg et al. (1970) "A Family Set Method for Estimating Heredity and Stress,"
Jour-L of -hrcnic Iiaease8; Corning (1971) "The Biological Bases of Behavior and
Some Implications for Political Science," Worl OLi,:ics; White (1972) "Genetic
Diversity and Political Life," -z'onaZ of PolitiCs; Wilson (1975) Soc-ibio7,oa:
:he .le S nthesi; Sahlins (1976) :he Use ad A4bse if Bio ogy; Ellis (1976) 'The
Biological Basis of Human Irrationality," Tcu.ria of Znii-'ZPsr choZog; Baragn
(1977) SociobioLogj ad 3ehavior; Laborit (1978) "The Biological and Sociological
Mechanisms of Aggression," Zntz;a on=L 3o-cc! Science Joural; Van den Berghe
(1978) and Soulding (1978), debate on the new paradigm of sociobiology, 3o-aia'
Science 1 erz ; Barntr-Barry, ed. (1979) "Psychophysiolog and Political Behavior,"
Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Attempts to determine causal relationship between hereditary traits and behavioral
characteristics, using a variety of research designs involving longitudinal studies.
Of particular interest are studies assessing personality similarities and differences
between sets of twins separated during early childhood or infancy. Traits of inte-
rest include alleged species-specific traits (i.e., human aggression as an inherited
characteristics), traits derived from a common ancestry (i.e., genetic basis for
national character), and traits derived from closely-related gene pool (i.e., gene-
tic inheritance of personality from parents and/or grandparents).

The techniques are based on the assumption that the theory of evolution should be
applicable at every level of analysis, from the behavior of individuals to the
international system. It places stress on physiological bases for behavior which
could be inherited through the chromosones. The most radical proponents argue that
culture--including political culture--is the outcome of biological evolution, and
that ethical precepts, ideologies, norms, and values are only comprehensible against
a biological background of natural selection.

It should be noted that many of the assumptions of the more radical proponents of
genetic analysis in the social sciences are based on philosophical rather than em-
pirical beliefs, i.e., "A human group has yet to be found that does not exhibit a
rampant ethnocentrism and, at the lower level, nepotism," (Van den Berghe, 1978).

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

To identify alleged relationships between genetic inheritance and behavioral vari-
ables (and capabilities) including intelligence, aggressiveness, ethnocentrism,
susceptibility to stress, and--in a critical study--position on the left/right
Ideological spectrum as determined by left-handedness.

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Ouestionnaires, psychological tests, historical data, and surveys, matched against
data on family background.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

Volunteered by subjects in individual analyses; open historical sources for analyses
of species-specific and national-level analyses. Wilson has used mass survey and
test results for some of his analyses.
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DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

Only when the characteristics of the individual %ubject's family members can be
determined through experimental methods.

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

No.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES
AND/OR TRAITS?

The technique itself does not provide this; rather it is based on other techniques
(e.g., psychological testing, diagnostic analysis) which make attributions of
psychological and physiological traits.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

The technique can provide limited inferences of the capabilities cf specific in-
dividuals and (perhaps) their tendency to maintain certain general perceptions,
provided that the researcher has sufficient knowledge about the characteristics
of other family members. More broadly, the practitioners of the technique have
advanced the claim that it can be applied to inferences generally applicable to
the intentions, perceptions, and capabilities of large populations, such as the
human species or specific national groupings.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

In its current, highly experimental state, the technique requires considerable
training--or at least specialization--for effective use.

WHAT METHODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

(1) Data is impossible to obtain for virtually all subjects of national security
interest.

(2) There is extensive controversy over the accuracy of the technique, particularly
in light of the tendency of practitioners to base their theories on untested
generalizations about human behavior.

(3) Considerable danger of reductionism: tendency to relegate political behavior
to the status of transient reflection of inherited psychophysiological char-
acteristics, divorced from situational variables.

(4) Experimental research other than that involving the comparison of twin sib-
lings has very limited validity.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES NOWN TO BE USING IT?

No.
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NAME OF BEHAVIORALLY-RELEVANT TECHNIQUE/METHODOLOGY

Computer-based Physiological/Psychophysiological Simulation

CITES

Pogady and Kocis (1975) "Psychopathological Changes in Epileptic Personality After

Stereotactic Treatment," in Gillingham et al. Stereoracric Treatment of Epi:aeya
$yr.osium, B iaLava, . 74. Griep and Boon (1977) "Study of the Motor Unit Action
Potential by Means of a Simulation Model," Seactroencerlhogrhic CZinisaL :eurozoq,.
Ezhov, Dan'ihin, Potashnikov, and Sokol'ski (1976) Bioactivi-y: ?w F7nc&on o"
Structure. Miller (1979) "Computer Simulation of Immune Complex Diseases," Sa3cda-
navian ZournaZ of Rheumatoogy.

Additional cites are reviews of East European--primarily Soviet--work in this field.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE (including major theoretical assumptions)

Uses computer-based simulation, based on experimental knowledge of biophysical and
psychophysiological responses to chemical and pathological intervention, to model
and investigate changes. Major theoretical assumptions is that computer programs
of sufficient complexity and interactive capability can be developed to accurately
depict biological, physiological, and psychophysiological reactions of complex
organisms. One problem is that most cites from Eastern Europe, where the apolica-
tion of the technique to human physiology appears most advanced, do not discuss
the methodology in detail--instead, they emphasize the use of the simulation in
support of experimental work.

HOW HAS THE TECHNIQUE BEEN APPLIED?

In the United States, the technique has been applied most extensively to simulation
models of motor systems and muscle interaction; some application has been made to
simulation models of small mammals and less complex organisms. In Europe and the
USSR, the technique has been applied more extensively to analysis of human physio-
logical and psychophysiological changes induced by drugs and by various diseases;
one review of a Soviet article suggested that the impact of psychophysiological
stress on pulmonary system interactions has been addressed.

There is anecdotal evidence that NASA, working through a New England university,
has applied the technique using a simulation of the entire human system--or its
significant components--to test hypotheses on the effects of space flight on the
human body.

WHLAT &IND OF DATA DOES IT USE?

Quantitative measurement of physiological and psychophysiological change transformed
into mathematical models of interaction.

HOW IS THE DATA OBTAINED?

Unknown. Identified cites do not focus on methodological issues.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PERMIT SYSTEMATIC AND RELIABLE ENCODING OF DATA?

It is likely that the technique emphasizes systematic encoding of data. The reliability
of the encoding process is probably dependent on the nature of the program used.

IS THE DATA-ENCODING PROCESS RESOURCE EFFICIENT?

'Inknown.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE CONSISTENT, CREDIBLE ATTRIBUTIONS OF STATES AND/OR
TRAITS? WHAT KIND?

Ezhov et al. argue that computer-based simulation models of physiological activity
have a high degree of correspondence to observed behavior in living organisms--which
is logical, since the technique obtains its data from observed behavior of living
organisms.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE PROVIDE ACCURATE, CREDIBLE INFERENCES OF INTENTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, OR CAPABILITIES?

Yes, in terms of strictly physiological capabilities. There is no evidence that the
technique has been used to investigate physiological impacts on the psychological
elements of intentions and perceptions--other than pathological impacts--but there is
no evident reason why the technique cannot be used in this manner, given sufficient
input data.
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IS THE TECHNIQUE CURRENTLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPUTERIZATION?

It is not clear from the identified cites that inputs can or cannot be computerized.
The technique itself, of course, is computer-dependent.

DOES THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRE EXTENSIVE TRAINING FOR USE?

Yes, including training in the physiological sciences and in computer program design.

WHAT METH ODOLOGICAL OR RESEARCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED?

(1) U.S. applications have been limited to simulation of relatively simple physio-
logical processes, without psychophysiological interactions.

(2) Danger of reductionism: eliminating potentially important elements from the
computer model.

(3) European and Soviet applications have not been adequately detailed in identi-
fied, translated citations to make a determination of additional problems.

(4) Technique at present state-of-development must be regarded as experimental
and as a support tool for other research techniques.

ARE THERE ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES .NOWN TO BE USING IT?

Anecdotal evidence--an informal conversation with a physiologist at the University
of Connecticut--suggests that NASA has supported development of a full-system
computer-based model at a New England university during the last decade. No con-
firmation was obtained from NASA.
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